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Mental Demons ing You^ack?
Doe» n host of m'-nla) demons bar your path to success? Do you feel yourself in- 
cttpiiblt! Io inr^t im|«orlanl sil uni ions ? Do you ¡wk the power to make people recognize you—to 
make olhera ace IhingH your way- - Io compel people to listen to you ? Arc you weak in a crisis? 

Most Dien have Ilie brains and the ambition to do big things—but a weak person
ality a lack of wlf -»mnfidene«- imtidncss—poor vocabulary—unreliable memory— “stage fright”— 
huxy. unorg mix* «1 id« • •••rff'ectlvc tpr* c/i—are holding them ba«k from the ihicccmh they deuerve.

RESULTS!
"Y‘*U C' lf InsniMt 7nl*ii>l*l" U*l'o 
• ).»> ft, public Without *mbm« »CO- 
“*-C. C. nor»PAUIK. AU'/. T-»»«. 
"NM "«.I» I.» - Il «r>»t>1»4 tn- Io »i**» • hl public In i. 11.«i I» n • »' /■ '•l•í ]■ / lo roa. I. I II Iim )>• ipad Mi« in 
‘"‘-<^¿*0, ; JTT, n»nb«r, Illlnoh. 
"It l.aa «í»en mt prr«t»r confuí»«.-— 
In n*y own ability. ■ IkIi» i u«ñora |I oliali»*! »val.ulwr, »nil a 
•WvO<* r Dcr.y.naih y~VC. I. WÌLb» II. M*r._ airi»... 
"Yo-ir Co*«»»« la a apIcndM training for l«.a aaicaniari or »«1.« ma«i«K*>, and I I.»«r<*l - 'tt'ti, ir.» tai It. "-O. V !'»•» .í.Mcbko.
"A faa* fualintf and pr»<-O'al training (bat i»v«i«wi‘' oo» nt tin- • *•**.o.*.*i 
W»Bk«*aaa»* ’■! •■ *' "•« '• 1 " lonl'HH /p. •rtrr'K 11.« 'i' - I * ”—OUV II. ÜIILAHI IC. Hai.k»r. M-lm. 
We have hundred* of similar 
testimonial« >n '"ir m«»M from m**o 
In a vary walk of life. H« nd Un* 
Oiopm today. You owe it '» 
yuor-flt Io lind out what thin 
Cour «e will do for you.

Send the coupon below al once and let ns tell you how 
you can drive these mental demons away forever—how you can occupy 
a phi««- amoiik men who do thing» — how you can Irani l<» cxprruH your idciiH 
fotr* fully and con vimdngh—how you can nr<|uirc a powerful, magnetic person
ality - how you can develop a strong domimil ing will— how you can become a 
powerful, public npeakcr. Our new scientiilc Couihc in

Effective Public Speaking
and Mental Development

will quickly train you Io speak forcefully and convincingly in public
• ««Ik M tare your rhibor lodge - nd I morn goods —Iwcorne a clear, accurate
tuldr«- 4 board hi«* • ing« - train your memory thinker
pmponnand re»p«<n«l t«» fount» « nlnrgo yodr vocabulary —develop your power of con- 
t< l| eiiterfmning stories - develop n' lf-conii'b nce arid n c*mtration, uiligonco and 
ni;*k<- after dinner Rpucchen winning peruonrdhy »elf-control
*««nver • «in* lively — titreogthvnjroui ambition mid —equip you with power to bo
write better Irttem will power themuHLerof uny aituution.

Thin (ioitrsc and Service Ih under the personal HUpervikion and direction of 
It. E. I'ntiiiion Kline, Iman of the Public Speaking l)apnrtm<*nt. Columbia College of Expre»- 
i.i*>n, Chicago, one of the foremont mil horn i«n in the country on public »peaking and mental 
development. You ran now »ecure th«« perronal iniitruction of tnia eminent authority right 
in your own horn«-. I>y midi. In apare tup*- Hundred» have acquired a powerful addrc^H and 
u winning pcruonality through tn» turf'.- ztion.

Special Offer-Now Send the 
Coupon .

Mail the coupon today for full particulars of the Special 
Umitcd Offer wc are now mnkirig. 'J his imustml offer may be with
drawn nt any lime. We will njso send you fret:, many inh-rcsl ing y 
facln and poinh rs Ihnl you hIioiiIiI know about efft'C’live public X 
»pi nking rind in« i»t il d« <• bqiiiienI -itifurrmillon that you cun arm. Erv» y 
mid no oidlp il I'm «if uny kind. Don't delay. Send the coupon now
while Ihli'ilb r Intli. Name...

/ Public Speaking 
Department

American Correspondence
School of Law — 649ßMan- 

hattan Building, Chicago, IH-

Z Gentlemen;- Ph-ruiO Rend m<*.with
out obligntion full d«*»ailH of your 

i!our»«« in Effective Public Sp’faking 
nnd M«*»tnl Development, uh well aa 

particular» of your Sp»rial Limited Offer.

Public Speaking Department
American Correspondence School of law
04V0 Manhattan Building • Chicago» IliinolH /



one of the men who dominate and control 
I he Lusinc world. Any man or woman can in- 
fbw n< <■ th»- judgrn« :X and con- > of bno-: < r if »!.' y 
'■ .. P'-ronai . ;;i. By ;’3 aid i. .::i\• ir divid-

or&. I : ' t era
one r ib of a an< nen

It is caps >le of i hing 
anything •that j-, po. iblc—’he bcit friend of man and 
vzoman, and their best defense. You can easily de
velop a

Strong Magnetic Personality
Prnf. Dumont. hon di.-cov« r<d a /■ w rr » 'r.od for tbed'.veiopm* nt 
of l‘i-r ;i.:d ' ’ti-rn. 'I i. . r- <J’ • : •• i;

Lile Bldg.. Chicago
Money refunded If
ADVANCED THOUGHT PUB. CO., Dept, M

real 
in the 
cinating 
mind to 
world

The Most important 
SEX BOOK in Years

“Never Told Tales”
By Dr. WILLIAM J. ROBINSON 

JACK LONDON nay a: *' Ivnsh every 
man and woman coaid have a copy of 
your Never Told Talca.”

Priceless Truths S
and Edward, The Case of Lydia Swinton, The Case 
of Irene Larrabc: West, Who Would Blame Her— 
Would You, and other chapters.

Very Special Offer
In order to introduce this work, for a limited time, 
wo will send our $2.00 edition to any reader of this 
magazine for $1.10 postpaid. FREE—Special circular 
free on request — but to be sure of securing thi.< 
SURPRISING VOLUME : < nd remittance of $1.10 
AT ONCE; money refunded if not satisfactory.

ADAMS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Dept. 1239 —402 Morton Building, Chicago

LUXURIANT HAIR
By m> method, yon A • .ikcn. Vu.,1 

izr and Im mize the Scalp: Keep it 
Soh. I k-xUe .<n.| Fertile- and 
Feed. Lubricate and Cultivate the 
Hair, in an easy, natural w.iv.

Doctor Nature’« own and only 
cure loi Baldness, i'allm^ H,i:r. D»n- 
drufi. and other ills, sax« d my hair, 
and dnee 1 have helped many 
thousands.

So many .ne asking l"r ¡Hhat I h.r. <• 
writ!« n lull. d, iaih <l dit<‘ "o- s lor vou, 
in mv Complete, Special Course. 
It is plain an<| , oncise. and can be used 

t"-, $ । nn The price is only | । UU 
No further expense. Nothing 
to sell; Course positively guaranteed. 
Prof. EARL WARD PEARCE

Dept. 58, Los Angeles, U.S.A.The Peerce Studio

“Know Thyself”
4.

MENTAL SCIENCE 
ANO 

SECRET FORCE
In Six Lessons

Bv C. P. CHRI'I EXSEN. Pre-Wunt v . 
P-YCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH .-Gf IETY 
OF XEW YORK, IXC.. ar.o Editor ■ ' THE 
SPIRITUALIST.”

Contents: How to Concentrate. How 
to Control Yourself asWel’. asOthers, etc.

Published by the

Psychological Publishing and Distrib
uting Corporation

Price 25 cents-Postage 4 cents-Send Stamps
Thit course was »old originally in typewritten 

form for $5 00.
Write Dept. E., 637 Madison Avenue, Room 7, 

New York. i

CORRECT ENGLISH
HOW TO USE IT

JOSEPHINE TÙKCK BAKER. Editor

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE
Sample Copy 10c Subcription Price $2.00 a Year

Mystic Books Exclusively
Theosophical, Astrological and Yogi Books

Everything worth while in stock.

The Curtis’s Philosophic Book Co., Inc. 
1731 Chestnut Stre«t Philadelphia, Pa.

KEEPING YOUNG
Rebuild your cells: ward off old age. Arrive at ninety 

looking only fifty, with robust health and perfect intel
lect. Newly discovered laws for retaining youth. 
Practical methods to insure redaction of weight without 
a starvation diet; or increase of weight without appara
tus or drugs. Booklet, 10 rents (xnn).

URIEL BUCHANAN, P. 0. Box 210. Chicago, III.

YOGHURT destroys the autotoxins in 
the system and conse
quently removes nine 
tenths of all human dis-
eases. Prolongs life for 

decades, restores youthful strength and beauty. 
Constipation, stomach-bowel-blood, nervous dis
orders, premature senility, early death largely due 
to intestinal self-poisoning. Special Obesity Treat
ment. Particulars. YOGHURT CO., (7) Bellingham, 
Wash.



INSTANTANEOUS HEALING
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

By the Power of Unselfish Love—FREE
J have proved by my own cases that Spiritual Strength to 

drive out disease and negative conditions can be INSTAN
TANEOUSLY transferred to any earthly distance. I would not 

dare risk the loss of this wonderful power 
by healing for money, nor can I accept 
payment. The power vanishes when used 
for gain. Neither do I require you to buy my 
book "The Great Exorcism.” I will take your 
ease and accept you as iny patient and pupil 
ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE. To un
derstand all, sec "The Great Exorcism” in any 
library—or let me send you one to read. After' 
you have read it and received all the benefit, re
turn it to me, and I will return the $1.00 you 
deposit with me. But that reading is not usually 
necessary to the healing; only to the understand
ing, nnd tlie liealiiig will be just, as effectual and just as 
free, whether you see “The Great Exorcism” in a library 
or borrow one, or get one from me just to read bv de
positing $1.00, or whether you actually buy it outright.

A good plan is to SEND NO MONEY until vou are 
healed and ready to become a healer yourself. But write 
to me anyway and, if you choose deposit $1.00 for the 
book.

“The Great Exorcism” is bound in solid black leather, 
full flexible morocco, 822 pages, with red edges and silk 
book-mark. (If you do not find it really a $5.00 book I 
will glad 1 j' return the money. Postage paid, $1.00, which 
may be sent to me in an ordinary envelope, at my risk.

It is a book which brought forth an immense response. The first 500 purchasers sent a 
shower- of spontaneous letters of appreciation, which would fill a volume. A few extracts follow.

It protects me from the influences of evil 
and gives me strength to overcome tempta
tions and preserve my peace and health.—J. S., 
Richmond, Va. (No. 32)

I have been warmed with a glow which has 
made me walk on air, and feel as if I were 
mentally taking the whole world into my arms 
and heart.—M. L. S., Hollywood, Cal. (No. 42)

I read the book time and again. Words 
cannot express the feeling that comes over me, 
as I was at the point of despair. My health 
and my business have improved so much that 
it is beyond belief.—N. S.» Neligh, Neb. 
(No. 48)

Your valuable book I have read over many 
times and appreciate very much indeed. I am 
very grateful for the improvement I feel in my 
condition since reading your book.—W. G. F., 
Pueblo, Colo. (No. 228)

I read every word. It is worth its weight 
in gold and then some. I have gotten more 
pleasure out of life since I read your book 
than I have during the past live years. I 
have become entirely free from the elements 
of which I wrote you. There has been a 
hundred per cent change for the better since 
reading your book.—W. E. B., Cleburne, Tex. 
(No. 323)

I have very carefully read your book. It is 
a wonderful book,—the truth is therein ex
pressed. I have had some experience with in
fluences and spirit forces. Now I have no 
fear of them any more, and the consciousness 
has enabled me to cast those influences out of 
others.—E. S., Grand Rapids, Mich. (No. 60)

Have read your book very carefully and am 
still reading it. It has done me good—I have 
been freed since coming in touch with you.— 
J. G. B., Haverford, Pa. (No. 370)

Write today; it makes no difference to the treatment whether you buy the book or not; 
accept the healing without feeling obligation. Some, who had this wonderful healing power, 
have lost it by healing for money. If you feel that you would not. accept the healing without 
afterwards giving some kind of remuneration, put it out of yonr mind—that would not be 
taking “the water of life FREELY." Act promptly ; only write that you accept and will look 
to me for perfect health and vitality and changed conditions.

ARTHUR CRANE, 1278-88 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.



Street,

“I .un doing a splendid business. Net earnir 
weekly. Se veral mon tlis our col 1 ections ha ve exec 
to increa sc net earnings 50% next year. I started

$100.00 Weekly Net Profit

$380.00 One Month’s 
Net Profit

’’Although 1 have been in th

$.580.00. Our n< w i.artn* 
h:iii<lliuK outaidr LuMra h, ,i 
ntart. il. will show n.-t muni 
profit of S1U0.V0. W« areifrow 
fiwt.' ’ „EDGAR B. DfBBFI.I.

W. A. Shryer, Pres., 
American Collection Service, \ 

687 State St., Detroit, Michigan. 
I want to investigate your proposition. 
Please send me, without obligation, your 
pointers on the collection business,telling me 
how to get a real start in my spare time.
Name...........................................................

Sute

earnings a

good.” C. J. W00DIN, Schenectady

5,000, Expect

$150.00 Per Week, 
Net Commissions

"I huv« b.-en makiag in the 
IK-Urhborhood of il.'lua per 
w«k, netcommiosionB. ('■>rnmlH- 
Bionn for first tlvcda>B in N. v. m-

I?"). Yuiir n- t- in i i ir 
Superior to anv comp-titiun that nuiy be cncounter«-<J.' •

J. M. PURVIS, 
Toronto. Ont.

$9,265.00 On«- Year*« 
Net Profit

"The foliowine fact • and fieur' « 
will give an b I . - - ■
t«-nt of th.» collocUun L i hi----- I 
hnv«. «J. .. -lop«-«!: Th.- bi^.-- t 
month'hroll, ri-achndutotal 
of $1 -1,1 L'l. • Hf ycur'.i t • ' profit 
wn.i ?ui-i the I ir»'.
claim colb.-ctr-d. Out r- ' -ord on ■ H- 
lawcd accounts i < k'-.I—ÎH.000 
In the put thr-n y.-ar- " t

II. H. DALTOtf.
Pittobure. Pu-

$561.54 One Day*» 
Collections

Our ero th has I- ■ n hd;-x- 
p. <-t to paua th- $2 :.( oo m_rr ’his 
year—our second in «b«» billin' -h, 
U<—..nt monta »bowrd $2~U!.33 
collection«. "n>i i r. i.itt «-cured 
through Shryer Method.’*

JOS. P. CULLEN 
Washington, (J. C.

MichiganW. A. Shryer, Pre.. Detroit,

A Business of Your Own
Ur. Wood in’s success is told above in. his own words. 
He is a graduate of my course and but one among 
4100 men from every walk in life—from every state in 
the union—who is making big money from the secrets 
I taught him. A Specialist is always paid well—es
pecially if there is a good demand for his services. 
I turn out Specialists for a new, unlimited held. I 
prepare men to handle collections and credits—practi
cally set you up in business for yourself. My methods 
arc exclusive, my systems identified with my particu
lar course and results arc certain.

Can You Do What 
4100 Others Have Done? 
Read the statements at the right hand of this page. 
These arc only Average Cases—not the most remark
able examples by any means—taken from my new 
Testimony Book. This book contains letters from over 
a hundred, and there are thirty-five times that many 
more men who havegained independence for themselves 
through my course of instructions. Can you succeed 
with over 4100 helpers? I teach you the secrets of 
getting the money, but I do more—I offer you the aid. 
of our established trained graduates who form a Co
operative Bureau for exchange of business and ideas— 
over 4100 trained men. They will help you—you will help them. 
The collection business is a money-maker for any ambitious man. 
You do business with the largest and most successful business 
houses. They are glad to get the kind of service I fit you to give, and 
all have plenty of business for the man who can deliver the goods.

Will You Investigate?
Will you let us lay before you the full, 
comprehensive and convincing evidence 
—the facts and figures showing what hun- 

w-».4 dreds have done—are doing—what You, 
p ^7 too, can do? Will you use this coupon
\ I today—now? The results of your inves-

I " J tigation will please—will astonish—will 
J certainly convince you.

W. A. Shryer, Pres.
American Collection Service 

687 State Street



Four Times Faster and Better
OUR interesting 64-page free book, “How to 

Study Music” shows the keen delight and 
satisfaction which a musical training will 

bring you. and how you can obtain this training easily, rap
idly and thoroughly in your own home, at onr-Q carter the 
u u.'.!It explains the we!' nown social advantages of 
musical accomplishment, and tells hew you van earn f!5 to 
$ .o u eeklv by devoting a I or part of y our t me to profes
sional playing or to giving musical instruction.
Our bonk fully describes a method of home study 
w' bluings you all the advantages of the best foreign 
co - vat. t ies (including 15U pi., -s of STANDARD 
MUSIC without charge) u/ less than IS tentsa lessen. Send 
letter, postcard or coupon below forbear copy of this valu
ablebook. It's tree.

Quinn Piano or Organ Course
by Ur. Quinn’s WRITTEN METH

OD. has re
able

usually

FREE 
BOOK 
COUPON
M. I. Quinn Consemtory 
BoißSd S4 CImcm,. III. 

t- ."H-tc t-t S: J 'j .IJio r." and .
full particular* r< gardingbr Quinn'r

You play

Today

chords immediately, and a complete piece, in every key, 
a tr:o Jefsons, thus gaining the pleasure and satis

faction of music..! accomplishment at otue.
Music has successfully been taught in Europe by 
the written method for over 90 years, and to 
more than 400,000 students. The most famous 
masters have advocated and used it. Dr. Quinn who is 
considered by many authorities to be the greatest living 
teacher of music, introduced the written method, as im
proved through his own musical research, to this country 
in Sim e that time he has given musical instruction 
to more men and women than have ever before been 
taught by one master. Among his graduates are thou
sands of accomplished amateur players, as well as leading 
composers, distinguished professional players, and heads of 
conservatories.
Dr. Quinn’s COURSE is endorsed by many prom
inent musicians and educators, in whose opinion you have 
the utmost confidence. Il is scientific and systematic, as 
only a wrif/m method can be. Yet it is simple,and more 
individual \\\i\w the old fashioned oral or spoken method. 
You practice at any time, day or night,at your own conven
ience. ami know that you are practicing correctly. You rely 
not on your memory w Inch must sometimes be incorrect, 
but on scientifically correct and detailed explanations and 
illustrations always before vou. The COURSE is equally 
etY dive for beginnets or experienced players, children or 
adults. rrogrvM at rupidly or tduwly as you wish. Diplotnu grunted.

Investigate Without Cost
Write today, using postcard, letter or free coupon, for our 
64-page book, explaining everything you want to know 
about "Ilow to StudyMusic," and giving full particulars of 
our COURSE. Special reduced terms this month on ac
count of our 'I'wenty tifth Anniversary Offer. Investigate 
without cost or obligation NOW,

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory 
Box 050 SI Chicago.III.



FREE YOURSELF FROM FEAR AND NERVOUSNESS
Dr. C. Franklin Leavitt has written a 

great book containing I I splendid chapters 
on Self Healing by Auto-Suggestion. It 
is called—

Mental and Physical Ease and Supremacy

These Subjects 
and Many More: 
1 tifhienein£r the sub

conscious.
«motional causes of 

disease.
Loss of balance be- 

tween will, intellect 
and feeling: the
chief cause of dis
ease.

Neurasthenia ami how 
It is caused.

Mental attitude toward 
sex and the part It 
plays in health.

Freud’s dream theories 
as to cause of dis
ease.

Telepathic curative 
methods.

Self re-education. How 
to make these les
sons effective.

Seif-persuasion. For
mulas for auto-sug
gestions.

Manner of giving auto 
(or self) suggestion.

Psychoanalysis by the 
self. Practical self 
treatment by psycho
analysis.

Commanding the self. 
The hidden nature of I 
energy and startling ' 
phenomena to which 
It gives rise.

How to get rid of the 
devils of disorder.

Seven power developing , 
exercises in deep • 
breathing.

Seventeen health bull- .
Ing. physical exerci
ses and how to use 
them (illustrated).

Regulating the habits 
for health.

3' h o s e o v e r w h el m 1 n g
feelings.

Controlling the feel
ings.

Another word about 
fear. Getting rid of 
fear.

It tea rhe I* you how to overcome physical 
। ailments.

Il teaches you to develop the power within 
■ yourself.

It tenvhcM yon how to deal with trials and 
I overcome obstacles.

It teaches you how to control your moods.
It tenches you how to become strong.
It teaches you how to be of use in the 

world (hough old.
It tenches you how to recover your grip 

on life.
It tenches you how to drive away your 

griefs ami fears.
This Is not a book of theory. Pr. Leavitt 

is an educated physician, who has studied 
abroad besides bring a graduate of a lead
ing medical college in the United St lies.

Hr has had an experience as healer ami 
physician with thousands of cases. This 
book contains the methods by which he is 
teaching people to heal themselves through 
auto-suggestion.

The hook gives you complete and thorough 
instruction on Just how to use auto-sugges
tion to make it effective in healing yourself, 
and Includes many formulas of the most ef
fective statements to aoplj to yoursi

It tells you how to practice the famous 
psy cho-analysis method with yourself in 
such a way as to break down the formldabl- 
lltv of your ailments and open the way to 
cure.

It outlines a complete and valuable system 
of deep breathing and physical exercise.

It contains some valuable chapters for the 
old.

Read the letters in the right hand column 
from users of this great book, then write 
your address on the coupon and send your 
order NOW.

•Olcntiil and Physical Ease nnd Suprema
cy” is printed on good paper, large, clear 
type. handsome cloth binding, gold stamp
ing. nearly 1(10 pages. Price. 92.00. USE 
COUPON.

30 Days’ Trial
You may return this book any time with

in 30 days from date of purchase and get 
vour money back if the book is not satisfac
tory In every way.

Here is $2.00 for hr l^avitt’s big book on 
Self-Healing called "MENTM \NP PHYSI
CAL EASE \NP SUPREMACY” on 30 days 
trial.

What This Book 
Does For Its

Users.
"M K 1 NT HI N UHBVs 

OF DOLL KRS”.
"The study of thl«« 

book hit« already 
meant hundreds of dol
lars to me. It fins fill — 
<•<! me with n selfeon- 
fidence. enthusiasm nnd 
ambition, that I never 
had before.”—R.S Fitz
gerald. Chicago. Hl.

LOST OLD FEKRS.
“Your new book has 

helped me In n wonder
ful way. I have lost 
practically nil the old 
fvnrs. 1 wrote you n- 
bout.” — Miss Minnie 
Robinson. Edgewood 
Iowa.

of the weaknesses I 
have found in self 
through the method you 
suggest. There is so 
much room for Im
provement in nil that I 
will make the state
ment that II. I. should 
possess your bock.’* 
Miss Jessi. Ardner 
Cleveland. O.

“ K DIFFERENT 
WOM kN.”

“Mentally l am a dif
ferent woman for hat - 
ing read your book and 
I thank GOD that He 
directed me to you.”- — 
Miss T.ela Dickson. Tu
pelo. Miss.

WORTH SI A F.R II. 
TIMES ITS COST.

“I would gladly pay 
several times Mhat y ou 
ask for the book noM 
1 know hoM valuable it 
really is. . I rend some 
in the book dnil*. anti 
no longer DRKU) the 
future ns 1 «»nee did.” 
—Mrs Joe Wilson. Ab
beville. S Car



BOOKS FOR SALE by Advanced Thought Publishing Co.
Bib N Mnldgan , Chicago. Hi.

M«

11« a I ; I ig

I -1MÜ

Plain \\ ann

Wm 1.1

1.00

Wil«on

Book .

loth.Information

loth,
.3oUfer Soul

. $1.1;

• b«th 
-l.,th

F.rn«-it Edwards. Personal Purity

Tim
Harry.
Piyehi« 

Two 
Th» M.
Memory Ti.iru 

leather ...
IV Maid. th 
Moiritiiali-m

Occultism, Metaphysical Healing. Etc.

Joi

The
Tb<

Th.

Road 
Mtn 
Th

Rph it mH I Aw ■.

Mer« y a ml

pMjMr

1.1<)

1.10
J 10 
1.10

2.ÛÛ

] ,W

1.00
<x>

.30

.30
.30
.30

Tin. Awakening of fin- >o»d. Maeterlinck.
Comp» n^nfion. Emeraon • .......................................

r < 11 111 Iiiiii<. . I ..I
The Happy Ain re 

Gold.

30 
.30 
30 
.30 
.30

Wilde . 
Wilde..

Wild»-
Nightingale «nd th«- Roae, 

The Young King- Wibl< .........  
Vampire. Kudynid Kipling......... 
Salome. Oscar Wlkle....................

.3!

K. r< NHlonal. Rudyard Kipling 
*Mnn Who Would I»« King.
Bailads. Kipling .........................
Courting of Denah Shedd.
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Chips From the Old Block
By William Walker Atkinson

So you’ve had another stumble, have you? Took a bad tumble just 
when you thought that you were getting along so splendidly? Well, 
it’s too bad; and yet quite good!

It seems to be a law that just when we think that we have mas
tered all problems, and “have the world in a sling,” then we stub our 
toe against some pebble, and down we come with a thump.

Punishment for being too vain and self-confident? Oh no, not at 
all! Merely a reminder that we have a real job before us, and must 
keep our eyes and ears open in order to accomplish it efficiently.

It’s no crime to feel self-satisfied—but it is a folly to feel that we 
have nothing to learn. We always have something else to learn—we 
never get through learning, for Truth is Infinite.

Suppose you proceed three feet, and then slip back two—what of 
it? Aren’t you a foot ahead! A net gain of one-third is not to be 
despised.

Get some “bounce” into you. When you are thrown down, up 
you come again—providing you have cultivated “bounce.”

But your stubbed toe hurts, doesn’t it? Well, now that’s too bad! 
I know that it hurts too much for you to laugh; but, then, you’re 

too big to cry. See if you can’t manage to evolve a little grin, any
way—it will help some.

But, remember first and last, the main thing is to Keep on Going ! 
That’s the spirit of the game. That’s the thing that wins the game. 
So pick yourself up; bind up your toe; and Keep on Going! You’ll 
Get there all right.



How We Know Things
B- . William Walker Atkinson

I have received a number of letters from the readers of this maga
zine, expressing interest in what J have said in last month’s article 
concerning the direct consciousness of the “I am” which everyone 
finds within himself if he will take the trouble to search his con
sciousness for it. Many have expressed surprise at my statement 
that all that we know, except this consciousness of the “I am,” we 
know only indirectly and intermediately.

I have been requested by a number of these correspondents to give 
a short, plain, non-technical explanation of what science and philoso
phy really know and teach concerning these important subjects. At 
first I hesitated, fearing that the subjects might be too technical and 
“dry” for the average reader—might not be considered by him as 
‘‘practical” enough to do him any good. But a little further thought 
convinced me that here is an opportunity to present in plain, simple 
form certain important bits of general information which are gener
ally accessible only to those who have the time and patience to pore 
through a lot of text-books. Many, indeed, do not know where to look 
for such information.

And, so, in this month’s article, and several to follow, I shall 
present to you, in as plain and simple form as possible, a general idea 
of what psychology and philosophy hold to be true regarding the sub
ject of how we know things, and what we know by conscious experi
ence. I ask my readers to carefully study these articles, for they 
represent the condensation and boiling down of considerable study 
on my own part, and on the part of those from whose works I have 
obtained the information. The substance of these articles will afford 
excellent material for the base and foundation of further thought and 
study of the subject, should any of you care to pursue the matter 
further.

Indirect Experience. As I have stated in last month’s article, the 
knowledge and certainty of one’s own experience—the consciousness 
of the ‘‘I am-comes to each of us as an act of direct consciousness, 
direct cognition, or direct knowing. This is the only possible item 
of direct knowledge—this consciousness of the Self.

There are certain mystic experiences, and phases of transcendental 
consciousness which seem to indicate other fields of direct knowing; 
but, those, when carefully examined arc seen to be but higher phases 
of the consciousness of the Self. That which is known in these higher 
phases of consciousness, or superconsciousness, is simply the knowl
edge of a Greater Self.
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- . ; i ' \ and in the end, all direct knowledge is seen to be 
r.at of the knowledge of the Self, the Ego, the “I Am.” All other 

edg discovered to be indirect knowledge—the experience of 
*f.c phenomenal world.

In philosophical inquiry we often hear repeated these phrases: 
‘‘our world of phenomenal experience,” or ‘‘the phenomenal world 
which wo experience in consciousness;” and it will be well for us to 
become acquainted with the true and full meaning of these terms.

To ‘‘experience” a thing is to make its practical acquainh ruo- by 
means of observation or trial. We gain all oui . "experi
ment,” which term means: “a trial or observation to ascertain some
thing unknown, or to demonstrate something previously ascertained 
in the same way.”’ Our ‘‘experience” is that which we have learned 
by observation and trial. Our ‘‘world of experience” is that portion 
of the great phenomenal world we have experienced in conscious per
ception by observation and trial.

Phenomena. In this inquiry we shall learn much regarding phe
nomena: and the terms ‘‘phenomenon,” ‘‘phenomenal,” etc., will be
come quite familiar to us. But, before we meet with the terms so 
frequently, it will be well for us to become acquainted with their full 
and true meaning.

The term ‘‘phenomenon,” is derived from the Greek term mean
ing ‘‘to appear, to show, to be seen.” The term in its general philo
sophical usage means: ‘‘That which is apprehended by observation, and 
is represented in consciousness.” In its strict philosophical usage, it 
means: ‘‘That which appears in consciousness as a perceived object, 
mental state, or sensation.” The plural of the term is ‘‘phenomena.”

Anything and everything which appears in conscious perception 
as the perception of an external or physical object, or a mental or 
psychical state, process, or sensation, comes under the general class 
or category of phenomena. A moment’s thought will discover that 
this category, by its terms, must include all the objects, events, and 
activities of the physical world, including our own bodies; and also 
all of our mental or psychical states, processes, or activities.

As all of the objects, events, and activities of the physical world 
are known to us only by means of our conscious perception of them 
through sensation, it follows that our entire physical world must con
sist entirely of phenomena. And as our mental states, processes, and 
sensations are known to us only as objects of consciousness, it follows 
that these, too, must be phenomena. The only thing which is known 
to us except through the senses, and the mental processes arising 
therefrom, is the ‘‘I Am.” All the rest are the objects, events, and 
activities, physical and psychical, which we experience in conscious
ness—and which, therefore, are phenomena.
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How We Know Phenomena. We must remember, first and last, 
that our world of phenomenal experience is not known to US directly 
and immediately, but only indirectly and intermediately through the 
medium am) channel of our sense-organs, sense-perception, and the 
offices of our nervous system, and brain. Without these mediums or 
channels we would experience nothing of the phenomenal world in 
consciousness. Cut off or inhibit our sensory apparatus, and we would 
have no further knowledge of the phenomenal world.

If we have never given thought and attention to the subject, we 
probably hold to the idea that we actually perceive the objects of the. 
phenomenal world themselves that we really see, hear, taste, smell, 
ami feel these things themselves. This, however, is but an illusion 
which is dispelled by knowledge.

Consciousness is defined as: “The state of being aware of one’s 
own existence; and one’s sensations, feelings, ideas, and other mental 
processes or states/’ You see, there is nothing stated about one be
coming aware of things external to oneself nothing but our mental 
processes and states arc mentioned. Let us see why this is.

We are never directly conscious of phenomenal things. We are 
conscious merely of our sensations or mental images of them. This 
is what is meant by the statement, that we are conscious only of our 
mental states or processes—for our sensations and their more com
plex derivatives are “mental slates and processes.” "We look at this 
page, bid we arc not directly conscious id' it. We are conscious merely 
of thi' sensations arising from the irritation of certain optical nerves 
coming in contact with certain light-waves reflected from the page. 
In the same way we are conscious of certain sensations arising from, 
the irritation of certain tactile nerves arising from, touch-contact with 
the magazine. In the same way we are conscious of the presence of 
our own bodies.

All that ever is present in our consciousness regarding the phe
nomenal world is either (J) that which we are experiencing in sensa
tion al the moment; or (2) representations in memory, or imagination, 
of sensations and their more complex derivatives that we, have ex
perienced in 1 he past. As psychology expresses it: “there arc in 
mental stales and processes certain indefinable characteristics which 
cause us to become aware of them.” Huxley well said: “JIow it is 
that anything so remarkable as a state of consciousness comes about 
by the result of irritating nervous tissue, is just as unaccountable as 
Ilie appearance of the jinnee when Aladdin rubbed his lamp.”

We know our phenomenal world of experience only by means of 
the pictured representation of if. in our consciousness. The clearness 
of the picture, depends upon Ilie degree of efficiency of our senses, and 
the degree of attention that we have bestowed upon the phenomenal 
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object. Hobbed of the report of one or more of our senses, our world 
of phenomenal experience would become more limited; add another 
sense, and our phenomenal world would grow much larger. Imagine 
the conscious experience of one born blind; and the imperfect experi
ence of one who is color-blind. With all of our senses inactive, or 
absent, we would have no world of phenomenal experience at all—we 
would then be conscious merely of the “I am”—of our own existence, 
which we obtain not through sensation, but by direct consciousness.

We never perceive the phenomenal world ‘‘as it is,” at any time. 
All that we perceive are the pictures of it created in our consciousness 
by means of the messages conveyed by the senses. At the best, our 
phenomena) world is known to us merely as a presentation of a re- 
fleetcd picture—a shadow cast by the phenomenal things themselves.

This does not mean that there is no objective existence to the 
external phenomenal world, or that the reflected pictures are not to 
be relied on. No one but a very radical idealist would assert this— 
and even he would not carry his belief into actual practice in his 
everyday life. There is something outside of us that is represented by 
our pictured representations of it—never forget this, lest you land in 
the quagmire of idealistic nihilism, or ‘‘nothingness.”

We never perceive all of the phenomenal world that is presented 
by our senses. Much that the senses' report is rejected by us, owing 
Io lack of interest and attention. We select from the sense-presenta
tions only that which interests us, and which attracts and holds our 
attention. Our sense reports are ‘‘censored” by interest and atten
tion, those arbitrary members of the mental board of censors.

Our pictured representations in consciousness are generally classi
fied by us into three general classes, viz: (1) representations of phys
ical objects external to our bodies; (2) representations of physical 
objects internal to our bodies; and (3) our psychical or mental 
processes, or complex and derivative states arising from our original 
sensations derived from physical objects. But. in considering this 
classification we must always remember that whether these pictured 
representations are those derived from physical objects external or 
internal to our bodies, or whether they be complex psychical processes 
or states, they are all internal to our consciousness—as the popular 
idiom puts it, they are ‘‘all in our mind,” no matter what may have 
been their original source or position.

PAY THE PRICE
We can obtain practically anything we want, 

providing we want it enough to pay the full price



I dharma
By Y(,Ki Runmchurak.i

The .student ‘»I’ Hh* orimlnl philosophies frequently mecj;. with 
'"ferenees |<> " Dim rum,” and usually experiences considerable dim 
’ "lly iN flirlldng 11 clear underslaiidiug of |.|lc term. And this need 
”<»t bi’ wondered al when it is realized that Ilie term has no exact 
' 'Miivaleul in I'hedi ;h, il having shades of meaiiiii," and implication 
•’"Wcascd bv H" single English term.

An general!' used I he term “Dharma” is translated as “duty,'' 
'irlue,’' "rigid action,’' etc., hut none of these terms carries with 

11 Ilie ini) implication of the Sanscrit term “Dharma.'' I’crhaps 
right act ion" comes nearer than any other term to the general mcan- 

"'K of II,,, original one. I’>ul then, the, question naturally arises: 
"hat is the right. action?” and the question is one Hid. easy to 

answer.
iTests, mid others who make a business of laying down rule, laws, 

■"'d l‘i iiiciplr , of right aid.ion, usually are very Item in their duel run 
Dial there ¡nv absolute principles of right and wrong, without, excep- 
Doim, applicable in all eases and to all persons. But ¡1: requires very 
lilllc c-. peri,.urn in Ide to discover that it is not. so easy to say “this 
ts always right without exception,” and “this is always wrong, with 
'ml exception. Our experience shows us that, right, and wrong arc 

1 """'I iim :; so blended into each, and t he shades of difference so faint, 
d'id il is quite diflieult Io determine which is which.

No one would expect the child to have the same tine distinction of 
rigid and wrong as his parents. And no one would expect the savage, 
or undeveloped human being, to have the same fine sense of right and 
wrong ns has the cultured individual of the most advanced races. 
Moreover, the standards of morality and ethics are constantly chang
ing. Much that was considered quite, rigid, and proper a few hundred 
.wars ago, is now taboo in all respectable circles; and on the other 
hand, many things which were then thought quile improper are now 
regarded in accordance with right, action. If the standard of right, 
net ion wore absolute, it would never change or vary.

The orientals recognize this fact of human life, and meet it 
squarely. Dharma means the rule of right action that best represents 
the highest development of the individual. The Dharma of a eat. is 
quile different from that of a horse, says the oriental; then why try 
Io judge one by the standards of the oilier1? Wc consider it. quite 
proper for the cat Io capture and kill mice, but. if our dogs kill sheep 
ne fed I hat they have violated a certain law of their own acquired 
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ami developed nature, and limy arc punished therefor. And yet the 
wild dog or wolf is considered as acting quite in accordance with his 
own nature when lie kills a sheep. He is destroyed not because of 
wrong-doing, Ind. as a means of protection of the property of man.

Many may say, “but this is dangerous doctrine; what rules should 
li<‘ followed? I'*or there must be some rules and standards.” Quite true 
indeed; and all human laws are based upon this necessity. But the 
laws touch on only a small part of man’s conduct- the great field of 
conduct and behavior lies outside of the law. Then follow the laws 
of religion, some one says. But these also, touch only a small part 
of man’s field of conduct there is a wider field outside of this. A 
man may keep safely within the limits of the law, and yet commit 
acts which shock the moral sense of the community. Likewise, a man 
may keep I he letter of the religious laws, and yet violate their spirit 
to a shocking degree.

Human laws arc designed for the protection of society. They cover 
only general principles of conduct, ami are concerned only with the 
protection of members of society from the encroachments of oilier 
members. All human laws have arisen in response to the needs of 
society. And all human laws have followed the crystallization of pub
lic sentiment. Consequently, public sentiment is always a little ahead 

sometimes a long way ahead of the statute laws. Sooner or later 
the. growing and evolving public sentiment, crystallizes into a law. In 
the same way, public sentiment often outgrows existing laws, and the 
laws lapse in disuse and obsoleteness until they are finally abolished 
and repealed.

It is a fact only too well known that certain individuals occupying 
high places in society justify their acts by the fact that they ‘‘always 
keep within the letter of the law.” They piously claim that they are 
moral and . .....I members of society by reason of this law-abiding cus
tom. Yet. the public, regards them as immoral and bad citizens, be
cause they violate the spirit of the public sentiment regarding right 
action. The truly moral person, and good citizen, always lives on a 
higher plane than the laws he imposes upon himself duties, obliga
tions and restrictions, beyond those insisted upon by the law. lie 
anticipates future laws by his present actions. Such a man is a part 
of the great movement which causes the evolution and advancement, 
of laws.

All that human laws can do is to strike an average of right con
duct. The best, individuals live above that average; the less devel
oped individuals wish to live below the average, and the law presses 
hard upon them by reason thereof. The Dharma of the orientals does 
not teach disregard of the laws of man; on the contrary, it teaches 
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obedience to the laws, in flic interests of society, and as an example 
to others. But it equally teaches the virtue of living by even higher 
standards than the law, as discovered by one’s own “conscience.” 
The law is not ignored—but it is regarded as the minimum require
ment.

And now for the religious requirements. Most religions content 
themselves ■with teaching merely the general rules of conduct, and. 
these generally no higher than the human law. This is but natural, 
for these religious laws are plainly of human origin, and rise no higher 
than the average sentiment of the society and age that produced them. 
Added 1o these are certain requirements regarding religious duties 
and observances, which have no bearing whatsoever upon the ques
tion of morals, ethics, or right action. Moreover the teachings of the 
churches concerning details of conduct, vary and evolve like any 
other human laws.

And likewise, all of us are familiar with the good church-member 
who keeps all the ecclesiastical laws, as well as the civil laws, and 
yet whose name is a reproach among his fellows by reason of his un
fair treatment of his fellows, and his lack of observance of the unwrit
ten laws of his times. Such a man may die in the odor of sanctity, and 
<>n good terms with the civil law, and yet be regarded as having done 
society great harm by his lack of equity, his oppression of those under 
him, and by his general example. Clearly, something even higher 
than written ecclesiastical laws are required; even ignoring the fact 
that much of the ecclesiastical law is burdened with non-essentials of 
conduct.

But, some one may object : ‘‘Jlow about the Sermon on the Mount? 
Is not that a high rule of human conduct?” I answer that it is the 
very quintessence of altruistic and unselfish conduct; but like similar 
teachings in the Hindu and Buddhist religions it is not adapted to the 
requirements of the race as it now is constituted. I say this not as a 
matter of adverse criticism, but as a plain statement of fact. The man 
who would model his life on such teachings today would, actually come 
under the law of the land regarding vagabondism, and neglect of 
family—and would be locked up accordingly. Moreover, his conduct 
would bring down upon him the censure of the very churches which 
preach the doctrine itself. As Herbert Spencer has well, brought out 
in his “Data of Ethics,” altruism and unselfishness may be carried to 
such an extreme as to render a person an undesirable member of 
society. Here, as elsewhere, the “golden mean” must be struck.

Those who may consider this last statement an exaggeration, are 
invited to consider some of the teachings of Buddhism which incul
cate the virtue of poverty, forsaking of home ties, etc.; some of the 
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similar leachings of the Vedas; and some of the Christians doctrines 
concerning these things (these being strikingly similar to the other 
teachings along the same lines) particularly the teachings of the Ser
mon on the Mount (see -Matthew, v, vi, vii). No one can live up to such 
rules, except the Hindu or Buddhistic ascetic mendicants, with their 
vows of poverty and their begging bowls. No one in a Christian land 
can conform to them, unless he become a member of a religious order, 
supported by other members of society who have to work for their 
living.

Then what is the Higher Law by which men should live, and act, 
and do? The answer is that of the oriental teaching of Dharma— 
very simple. Here it is in general outline. Conform with the laws of 
your land and time, in order to set a right example to those below the 
average, and as a matter of public duty; and at the same time strive 
to improve those laws, so far as lies in your power so to do, along the 
lines of a higher justice and fuller equity. Conform with the general 
average and standard of morality of your land and times, for the 
same reason. But, do not limit your action by these artificial stand
ards, when you find a higher sense of righteousness within you. Do 
not seek to excuse yourself for not living up to the highest that you 
find within you, by saying: “I have conformed with the law of the land; 
the general teaching of the churches; and the average standard of the 
community in which I live.” These things are all very well, and suf
ficient, providing you find nothing higher than them within yourself. 
But, if that higher law exists in your consciousness, then you are as 
much a law-breaker as the man in jail, or the outcast, from the churches, 
if you neglect its precepts.

This then is your Dharma—your Higher Law of Duty. Its essence 
and spirit is expressed in these words: ‘‘Live up to the best you find 
within yourself! ” Be true to yourself! Be honest with yourself! Keep 
the laws of your own higher being, as well as the laws of the courts, 
or of your religion if you have one 1 This is the spirit of Dharma. As 
man evolves, his Dharma evolves with him, and his duty evolves accord
ingly.

The thinkers of the race have embodied this same idea in many 
proverbs, axioms, and aphorisms; as for instance, “noblesse, oblige,” 
or “rank imposes obligation.” Or these lines from the Kasidah:

“Do what thy manhood bids thee do; from none but self expect ap
plause; He noblest lives, and noblest dies, who makes and keeps these 
self-made laws.”

This, then, is a hint of the oriental teaching of Dharma. Ponder it 
well!



rhe Silent Place of the Soul
Uy Carolyn Wœdsworth

The fourth of the Niue Stages of the Mystic Path, or The Steps of 
Initiation, is that known as The Silent. Place of the Soul. This phase 
constitutes the subject of this paper.

In this stage, or step, the soul discovers the presence of an inner 
sanctuary into which it may retreat when it desires peace and rest and 
relief from the struggles of the outer world of discord and strife. Into 
this quiet place naught can enter to disturb. It is sacred to its owner— 
no intruding presence is permitted there. Here is heard the Voice of 
the Silence—the Soundless Sound—all other vibrations arc stilled.

One of the most characteristic features of mystic experience is this 
discovery of t he World Within the soul. The illumined mystic soul dis* 
covers within itself great, worlds of inner experience of which it had 
never before even dreamed as existent. So positive is this inner ex
perience that the mystic is apt to grow to regard it as the Teal world 
of experience, and to regard the world of outer experience as unreal 
and illusory.

In this phase of mystic experience we encounter one of the many 
paradoxes with which life is surrounded. We find, in the first place, 
that this phase of mystic experience is solitary and intensely personal. 
The Solitude of the Soul is felt and experienced to its utmost. No 
companion can accompany one into these inner places of peace and 
quiet. The path must be trodden alone. It is “the flight of the Alone 
to the Alone.” But, on the other hand, the journey is best undertaken 
when aided by the experience of those who have traveled the road 
before, and who have left the record of their experiences as a guide
book, or a map, to aid the progress of those who would follow after 
them.

In these guide-books and maps, notwithstanding how much they 
may differ regarding the details of other aspects of the journey, we find 
a universal insistence upon what they call “Mystic Contemplation.” 
And they all agree that the best, way to begin Contemplation is to 
“consider for a little time, in a special and undivided manner, some 
simple, concrete, and external thing.”

A mystic has written of this method: “The. object of our contem
plation may be almost, anything we please, a picture, a statue, a tree, a 
distant hillside, a growing plant, running water, little living things. 
We need not, with Kant, go to the starry heavens. ‘A little thing the 
quantity of a hazel nut’ will do for us, as it did for Lady Julian long 
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exact opposite of the divine peace, the opposite of the peace of the 
Abyss; of that marvellous peace which is full of activity; full of affec
tion, full of desire, full of seeking, that burning and insatiable peace 
which we pursue more and more after we have found it. Between the 
peace of the heights, and the quietism of the depths, there is all the 
difference that exists between God and a mistaken creature. Horrible 
error! Men seek it themselves, they establish themselves comfortably 
within themselves, and no longer seek God even by their desires.”

A modern writer on the subject well says: ‘‘A good deal of the 
pseudo-mysticism which is industriously preached at the present time 
is thus crudely quictistic. It speaks much of the necessity of ‘going 
into the silence,’ and even, with a strange temerity; gives preparatory- 
lessons in subconscious meditation; a proceeding which might well 
provoke the laughter of the saints. The faithful, being gathered to
gether, are taught by simple exercises the way to attain the quiet. By 
this psychic trick the modern transcendentalist naturally attains to a 
state of vacant placidity, in which he rests; and ‘remaining in a dis
tracted idleness and misspending the time in expectation of extraor- 
dinary visits,’ believes, with a faith which many of the orthodox might 
envy, that he is here ‘united with his Principle.’ ”

Augustine Baker, a mystic writer, has beautifully expressed the 
spirit of the true state of Quiet and Peace—the true Silence, in the fol
lowing words: ‘‘It is like the soaring of an eagle, the flight of which 
is continued for a good space with a great swiftness, but withal with 
great stillness, quietness and ease, without any waving of the wings at 
all, or the least force used in any member, being in as much ease and 
stillness as if she were reposing in her nest.”

POISE AND POWER
‘‘Calmness of mind is one of the beautiful jewels of 

wisdom. A man becomes calm in the measure that he un
derstands himself as a thought-evolved being. And as he 
develops a right understanding, and sees more and more 
clearly the internal relations of things by the action of 
cause and effect, he ceases to fret and fume, and worry 
and grieve, and remains poised, steadfast, serene.”



The Need of Water
By Frederick Vollrath

It is a sad commentary upon the results of civilization that man
kind should require instruction upon two subjects which are so closely 
connected with physical well-being as are Breathing, and Drinking, re
spectively. Nature teaches the young child, and primitive man, how 
to breathe correctly and how to drink correctly; but civilization 
promptly proceeds to take away from him these fundamental instincts, 
and to replace them with artificial habits.

In the state of Nature, or in early childhood, the human being 
drinks naturally, and requires no instruction upon the subject. But 
as he becomes more civilized, or else grows away from early childhood, 
the human being finds himself deprived of the natural sources of water 
supply, and accordingly loses his instinctive desire for sufficient fluids.

Constant neglect of her calls, renders Nature less insistent in the 
demands for sufficient fluids, and the person often loses almost all 
trace of the normal thirst instinct. But he pays the bill of Nature, 
nevertheless, as do all persons who depart from the established rules 
of Nature.

The human being can no more expect to be healthy without a suf
ficient supply of fluids, than can he expect a plant to be healthy and 
normal if deprived of its normal supply of fluids. The principle is the 
same; yet we find the same person who is careful to supply his plants 
with their needed fluids, neglecting to supply himself with the fluids he, 
himself, needs for the same reasons. This is usually the result of 
ignorance on the part of the man or woman. Let us hope that this 
article will dispel this ignorance on the part of at least some who may 
happen to read it.

In order to appreciate the necessity of supplying the body with suf
ficient fluids one needs to consider the part played by fluids in his phys
ical economy. Let us then investigate the matter.

You may be surprised to learn that at least 70 per cent of your 
physical body is composed of fluids—water! You are constantly 
throwing water out of your system, and consequently must replace that 
which is thus discarded, if you wish to maintain a normal state of 
health and physical well-being.

You are constantly throwing off a large amount of water in the 
form of perspiration. You perspire even when you perceive no traces 
of it upon your skin. Were you to cease perspiring, you could not live. 
The text-books on physiology illustrate this by the old story of the bo>r 
who was covered with gold-leaf in order to play a part in a Roman 
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pageant. He died within a short time. Experiments upon animals 
have verified this fact.

The perspiration carries with it a certain proportion of the waste 
and filth of the system, and forms an important service in the work of 
excretion. Without this excretion the system suffers. The work of the 
perspiration is second only to that of the kidneys, in this respect, 
although persons seldom realize this. Water is needed to supply that 
evaporated in perspiration. Did you ever realize that the normal 
healthy person throws off in perspiration from one and one-half to two 
pints of water in twenty-four hours! It requires several good drinks 
of water to replace that quantity, does it not?

The lungs throw off quite a quantity of water with the exhaled 
breath. Then the kidneys use up quite a supply of water in excreting 
the waste mattei’ of the system. The normal average person excretes 
about three pints of urine in twenty-four hours. Where does this water 
come from? From what you drink, of course.

Water is needed in your system to maintain an even temperature, 
and to keep down the excessive heat generated by the combustion of 
the oxygen of the air with the carbon of the food. This combustion 
produces animal heat, which must be regulated by the water in the 
system, just as the water placed in the radiator of an automobile pre
vents overheating of the machinery thereof. But this water is evap
orated, and needs to be replaced?

Water is also used by Nature to carry the blood corpuscles and 
nutritive elements derived from the food, both of which flow through 
the arteries and veins. Some of this water is constantly being thrown 
off by the system, and needs to be replaced. And, also, Nature em
ploys water for the purpose of carrying off the waste products of the 
system through the bowels. Natural and normal action of the bowels 
depends upon a sufficient amount of water to moisten these excreted 
substances; a lack of water tends to produce constipation and un
natural action of the bowels, or rather lack of normal action thereof.

Now what happens when a person does not take into his system 
sufficient fluids to replace the normal amount thrown off each day? 
Simply this: Nature acts precisely as does a city whose water supply 
is limited or impaired, i. e., it. decreases the amount allotted to each set 
of physical activities. It does the best it can, and allots the amount 
carefully and equally—but before long normal activities arc affected, 
and physical troubles set it.

In the first place, in such case there is not enough water to carry 
on the work of perspiration properly; and as a consequence there is 
not the normal excretion of waste matter through the skin. Then 
there is a lack of excretion through the kidneys, the urine being thick 
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and showing other signs of lack of water. The blood lacks sufficient 
fluids to carry on its work. The bowels become constipated, owing to 
lack of fluids to carry on their work properly. It is estimated by 
competent authorities that over seventy-five per cent of the cases of 
constipation are originally caused in this way. The proof of this 
theory is that constipation is easily cured by a return to normal habits 
of drinking.

With imperfect elimination, particularly bowel-elimination, the 
system becomes clogged with the debris of the system, and becomes 
feverish and foul. Whenever you see one of those dried-up looking 
feverish anemic creatures, you may be sure that he or she has gotten 
into the habit of taking insufficient fluids into the system. Such a con
dition is nearly always accompanied by constipation, insufficient elimi
nation, poor circulation, foul breath, strong sweaty perspiration, and 
unnatural urine—all the results of Nature being compelled to carry 
on certain processes without sufficient fluids.

More than this, insufficient fluids result in stinting those normal 
secretions—the juices and fluids needed in digestion and similar 
processes. Water is the base of all of these fluids, and the base of 
many semi-solids as well. Can you not see what must happen when 
the water-supply of the system becomes impaired, and the body is put 
upon half-rations of water!

Now then, how much does a normal average man or woman require 
in order to maintain a balance, and to enable Nature to perform her 
offices properly? Figure it out for yourself! The kidneys secrete and 
pass off about three pints of urine in twenty-four hours. The skin 
excretes from one and one-half to two pints of water in twenty-four 
hours, in the form of perspiration. The lungs evaporate about ten to 
fifteen ounces in the same time. The bowels use a moderate quantity 
in its excretions. And a small quantity is thrown off in the minor 
secretions of the body, as for instance, the saliva, tears, etc.

A certain quantity of fluids has been taken into the system in the 
food, particularly when fruits form a portion of the diet. But this 
does not begin to supply the requirements of the system. The normal 
man requires the addition of a considerable amount of water, or drinks 
having water as their base, in each day of twenty-four hours. The best 
authorities estimate that the average adult requires from two quarts 
to five pints of water each twenty-four hours, in order to maintain the 
normal balance of Nature!

If the proper amount of water is not supplied to the system, there 
results a condition similar to that of the “dried apple.’’ The drying- 
up first manifests in the internal parts of the body, but sooner or later 
shows itself in the outward appearance. Moreover, in such cases there
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is always some degree of the impairment of the physical functions, as 
you may readily imagine in view of the facts above related.

How much water do YOU drink every day? How much do you 
fall short of the normal amount ? Some persons actually boast of their 
habit of drinking but a small amount of water, seemingly thinking 
that it indicates a superiority to natural conditions. Poor foolish 
creatures—they cannot expect to beat Nature at her own game!

The best way to drink water is to take it in not too large quantities, 
but frequently during the day. Sip it slowly, and do not gulp it down. 
Take a good drink of water the first thing upon rising in the morning; 
and another the last thing before retiring at night. Then drink fre
quently during the day—not too much at a time.

Water taken at meals is not harmful, providing that you do not 
use it to “wash down” your food and thus preventing the proper masti
cation thereof. The old fetich about not drinking at meals has now 
about disappeared. The best authorities now actually recommend the 
practice, with the above stated reservation. Many advise a good drink 
of water just before the beginning of a meal. Water does not “thin 
out” the gastric juices as so many fear; the surplus water is very 
rapidly taken up into the system.

The trouble about getting people to realize the value and importance 
of the above given advice concerning water-drinking, is that it is too 
simple—people crave complex, mysterious remedies and methods. All 
practitioners of natural therapeutics know that if persons would chew 
their food properly, take sufficient fluids, and would breathe properly, 
that a very large percentage of the physical ills and diseases would 
disappear. Add to this the cheerful, happy, contended state of mind, 
and we have the ideal system. When will people realize this great 

.truth?
A never-to-be-forgotten rule is this: That which keeps the healthy 

man healthy, will make the sick man well again if he will but do the 
same things. Nature’s requirements are very vimple; and yet how we 
try to evade them!

COMPENSATION
“There can be no progress, no achievement, without 

sacrifice, and a man’s worldly success will be in the meas
ure that he sacrifices his confused animal thoughts, and 
ixes his mind on the development of his plans, and the 
strengthening of his resolution and self-reliance. And 
the higher he lifts his thoughts, the more manly, upright, 
and righteous he becomes, the greater will be his success, 
the more blessed and enduring will be his achievements. ’ ’

----------------- ---------------------------- ■ ... ■



Dynamic Thought
By Theron Q. Dumont

I have received so many letters from readers of this magazine, ask
ing me to give them some more “stories” from actual experience in 
teaching Personal Magnetism, that 1 have decided to include in this 
paper several instances occurring in my own experience as a teacher. 
That I have told the same stories in some other of my published works 
will not, I think, detract from their interest and value in this scries 
of articles.

You will notice that in the cases which I shall now relate, as well as 
in the case quoted in last month’s paper, the student was carefully 
drilled in the cultivation of the proper mental attitude, and in the pro
jection of thought-currents. I lay great stress upon this practicing 
and rehearsal of the thought projection, etc. This plan not only gives 
the person confidence, but also establishes a habit of brain action which 
renders easier the subsequent actual manifestation of the thought 
power. In this idea there is concealed a hint which the wise will take 
advantage of.

The first case which I shall relate to you is that of a professor in 
one of the great American universities. This gentleman was a special
ist. in a particular line of scientific research, and was an authority on 
his own subject. His magazine articles and books attracted many 
earnest students, and his vogue was steadily increasing by reason 
thereof. But, in the picturesque American slang, he “fell down” com
pletely when it came to class work and public addresses. He found it 
almost impossible to capture and hold the attention of his audiences.

He came to me in Paris and asked my advice. I gave him some 
general preliminary instruction, imparted to him my working theory, 
and then started in to drill him thoroughly, along the same general 
lines as in the case of the young lady which I recited last month. T 
bade him use his imagination to its utmost power, until he was able to 
almost actually see the room before him filled with students. I taught 
him to practice sending to this roomful of imaginary students the 
strongest kind of mental commands, such as: “Give me your full atten
tion!” “Steady now, your full attention, your complete attention to 
my words!” “That’s right now, keep it up! You are giving me your 
full attention—now hold it firmly fixed upon me!” And so on, each 
mental command being positive, and directing the students to fix their 
attention firmly upon him.

T bade the professor imagine the presence of certain leaders among 
his real class of students, and to first capture their attention. Then 
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wonderful thing he considers it the whole thing in metaphysical 
thought. If such is the case, I freely forgive him for I’ve been there 
myself, in a way. Whenever I come across one of these new converts 
Io metaphysics, I. am. reminded of what Bob Ingersoll once said of 
new converts to religion; here it is : “These new converts are like bum
ble-bees—they’re biggest when first born.”

But, now to answer the letter. Well, in the first place I would say 
that I thoroughly agree with the general idea expressed in the quota
tion from Dr. Toney, as quoted in my correspondent’s letter. I haven’t 
the slightest hesitation in stating that if I were editing a journal of 
Suggestive Therapeutics, I certainly should try to stick to my last, and 
to give only the best scientific information on that subject that could be 
obtained. I should no more admit articles on Reincarnation and 
Karma, or “Becoming One with the Infinite,” in such a journal, than I 
do now admit articles on Economics, Sociology, Politics, etc., to the 
magazine I am now editing.

I would draw the line in that case, just as I do in the present ease, 
and for precisely the same reason, i. e., because such subjects are en
tirely outside of the field of the magazine. And I would be prepared 
to stand the adverse criticism of those who would like such articles pub
lished in the magazine, in that case, as in the present one. Reincarna
tion and Karma and Oriental Philosophy have absolutely no place in 
a “journal, devoted to Suggestive Therapeutics,” in my opinion.

But, the good Doctor like some other worthy critics, is evidently 
“thinking of something else.” This magazine, “Advanced Thought,” 
is not in any sense “a journal devoted to Suggestive Therapeutics.” 
The term “Suggestive Therapeutics” does not appear on its title page, 
or announcements. It is, as its title page announces, “a Journal of The 
New Thought,- Practical Psychology, Yogi Philosophy, Constructive Oc
cultism, Metaphysical Healing, etc.” Rather a big field, isn’t, it? Takes 
some fence to get around that field—I hope no one will try to fence us 
in, though.

This magazine touches upon Suggestive Therapeutics merely as one 
branch of the general subject of Metaphysical Healing. The article on 
Metaphysical Healing for this month happens to be on that particular 
subject; last month it was on Christian Science; the month before, on 
Mental Science ; next month on another branch of the general subject. 
If there are any who subscribe to this magazine under the belief that it 
is “a journal devoted to Suggestive Therapeutics,” they are lacking in 
discernment—for it certainly is not that kind of a magazine, at all.

I have a very kindly feeling for Suggestive Therapeutics, for it was 
by that, particular path that I entered the general field of metaphys
ical thought, study, and work .since followed by me. It gave me the 
first intimation that there was a common principle manifesting in and 
back of the various forms of Metaphysical Healing. But I regard the
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methods of Suggestive Therapeutics ns but one of a number of met hods 
of manifest inw Metaphysical Healing the best method in some eases, 
and not the best method in other eases. I regard Mental Science, Chris
tian Science, and other phases of Metaphysical Healing as just, as much 
entitled Io recognition by scientific investigations as is Suggestive 
Therapeutics. I have given my general views on Hie subject, of the 
school of Suggestive Therapeutics in my article in this month’s maga
zine.

But, I cannot consent to any claim, on the part of practitioners of 
Suggestive Thera pent ics, that they have the “whole thing” in the field 
of Metaphysical Healing not to speak of the larger field of metaphys
ics and philosophy, oriental as well as occidental. Any attempt (and 
such are frequent) on the part of practitioners of Suggestive Thera
peutics to claim that their school is the “whole thing” in the entire, 
field of metaphysics and kindred fields of thought, are rather pitiful 
in the eyes of those whose minds range over a wider field.

This attitude on the part of such practitioners, is in my mind as 
regrettable as that of certain Christian Scientists. Of both I feel like 
asking, like the girl on the train sort of “sarcastic like,” you know— 
the somewhat personal question: “Say, Moytle! d’ yer think yer th’ 
Whole Cheese?”

h’or, like poor Myrtle, these good folks have entirely too much Ego 
in their Cosmos. They hold their own little disk of thought so close 
to their eyes that they fail to see the great sun of Truth beyond it. 
They should take Io their hearts the wisdom embodied in the one-time 
popular slang phrase, “there are others!”

As for any idea that an interest, in Suggestive Therapeutics renders 
superfluous an interest in metaphysics or philosophy, or even oriental 
rcligio-phihisophy that is childlike, and needs no serious discussion. 
Even the entire subject of Metaphysical Healing is but one of the many 
things engaging the attention of the great body of thinkers “along 
1he.se lines” today. Wake up, Doctor don’t be a Kip Van Winkle!

While f agree in the main with 1he spirit of Dr. Toney’s article re
garding the proper field for “a journal devoted to Suggestive Thera
peutics,” I take exception to his fling at “heathenism.” This is the old 
moth-eaten orthodox trick of condemning all things outside of one’s 
own little field as “heathen.” The individual who has outgrown the 
swaddling clothes of in!cllcvlmil infancy

“Takes his own, wherever found
On heat hen or on Christian ground.”

Say, Doctor, now that we have both gotten it out of our systems, 
let’s forget it and be good friends. Beautiful weather we’re having, 
isn’t it? Think we’ll have a delightful Autumn. Did you notice the
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Harvest. Moon? Great., wasn t it'? How’re the crops down your way? 
W ho s Mizabeth Towne going to vote for in November, for President? 
Well, 1 must be going; good day!

EMBALMED IN BOOKS
Our good old friend, Thomas Jefferson Shelton, in the August num

ber of his journal, “Scientific Christian” (1657 Clarkson St., Denver, 
Colo.), in relating some of his personal experiences in New Thought, 
says:

“I let my two books go out of print, and utterly refused to have 
anything to do with any kind of an organization. It looked like fool
ishness to let my books go out of print, but I am just as well off as Wil
liam Walker Atkinson with his 57 varieties. I shall not be embalmed 
in books be they ever so good. What’s the use?” •

You’re right T. J., and you’re wrong! Depends upon how you look 
at it. If one allows himself to be mentally hide-bound by what he has 
written and published in book form, then he is limited and restricted 
by his books. In such ease he is book-bound, and that is as bad as being 
hide-bound, or being bound in any other way. But. if one refuses to 
be bound by his books, and, instead, proceeds to express himself re
gardless of what he has said in his books, then he saves his soul alive, 
and remains free, unconditioned, and unbound.

But, T. J., you have saved yourself a mighty lot of bother by calling 
a halt on your book production. For one thing you have escaped the 
infliction of having several and sundry methodical old ladies of both 
sexes point out some discovered “discrepancy” in your books—some 
point in which your statement does not exactly “gee” with something 
that you wrote fifteen years before. You escape the annoyance of be
ing accused of “inconsistency.’’

You see it’s this way. There is a certain class of folks who seem 
to think that one’s thoughts on all subjects should be mathematical in 
their exactness—that there should be a multiplication-table exactness 
about all of one’s written work. When they come across anything that 
seems to contradict, or apparently contradict, something that one has 
written long before, they cry “inconsistency,” “discrepancy,” and all 
the rest, of their favorite stock of terms. If one really minded that 
sort of thing, it would become unbearable, or else would drixe one into 
an embalmed state of mind, and render one incapable of doing any 
fresh thinking—it would stop mental evolution.

But, glory be* I have never allowed this to bother me. I have writ
ten each book, and each article or editorial, as if 1 had never written a 
previous line in my whole life and never expected to write anothei. In 
my books 1 have pictured the Truth, or phases ot the Truth, from all 
angles, Consequently, inasmuch as there are angles, there often is
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an apparent discrepancy in my presentation, at least so far as details 
are concerned. Personally, I consider this a proof of the honesty and 
sincerity of my work. If I were to present the same picture, not vary
ing in a single detail although taken from different angles, I. would de
serve to be called a faker, for such a condition would be contrary to 
natural laws and facts.

When a number of witnesses are called in court, and all testify 
exactly alike down to the smallest details, then there is always a 
grave suspicion that the evidence is “faked,” for no two persons (not 
to speak of a dozen) ever see the same thing in precisely the same way 
—each sees it from his own angle. And so it is with a writer, as he 
shifts his viewpoint, he sees things from a new angle, and if he is hon
est in his work he reports each angle as he sees it.

Moreover, one’s presentation of the Truth changes as one grows. A 
man’s writings should reflect his growth and development, providing 
he is really growing. I could not write some of my older books just 
in the same way, today, even if I tried to. I have moved to another’ 
position, and would have to picture the thing as I now see it. This 
knowledge formerly tended to discourage me, until I learned better. 
I found that each book, written at some particular stage of my writ
ing history, was adapted to the needs of a number of persons who 
are in just the same stage or phase of development as I was when I 
wrote that particular book. Consequently, such persons get much more 
benefit from one of my older books than they would from a new one 
just from my pen. There is a law in these things; and it helps one 
when he realizes it.

Again, and this is a source of perpetual wonder and interest to me, 
when I pick up some one of the older books I find in it things that I did 
not know when I wrote the book. I have often arrived at certain con
clusions after a long period of mental travail and effort, and after con
gratulating myself upon my discovery would happen to pick up one 
of my old books, and lo! there were the same things plainly stated in 
its lines, or between them. I had not known the things when I wrote 
them; and I had never discovered them when I had looked over the 
book before. But there they were in black and white, or at least so 
strongly implied that it seemed impossible that anyone could have 
missed them.

I frequently advise persons to re-read their books, from time to time, 
after allowing an interval for assimilation. They will always find new 
tilings in the old book. For I often find new things.in my own books, 
as I have said. I met an interesting old lady several years ago, and the 
conversation touched upon this fact. She related an incident in her 
own experience when a young woman. She frequently met Emerson, 
the families being intimate, and one day she asked him whether he did
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not mean thus-and-so in one of his passages. “Well,” said Emerson, 
“I didn’t when I wrote it, but I do now, since you have mentioned it.”

Every writer, writing in the right spirit, puts more into his books 
than he realizes; often more than he dreams of at the time; often more 
than he understands at the time. In this way he “embalms” an un
folded part of himself in the books, if you do not object to the term. 
No! this is not “inspiration”—it is the supereonscious mental faculties 
at work. That’s all—and that’s a lot!

No, T. J., I do not think that a writer of books really is bound or 
limited by his books, unless he allows them to master him. If he can 
forget them, as fast as they are written, and keep on expressing the 
Truth as he finds it from day to day, he will never be bound. But I 
admit that there is a danger in it—we are apt to be cowards, and shrink 
from the cry of “discrepancy” or “inconsistency,” and so check off 
everything that we write, in order to make sure that it “gees” with 
what has been written before. This leads to limitation, and the chok
ing of the fountain of thought. From this may the Lord deliver us! 
Amen!

P. S. The publishers of this magazine have just laid the following 
letter on my desk—just as I finished reading the “proof” of the fore
going paragraphs. It is from this self-same Shelton. He says:

“William Walker Atkinson once called me a ‘cantankerous old 
Cuss! ’ But I will take a chance on an advertisement for one month in 
his magazine, and if he gets results we will keep it up. I AM, T. J. 
Shelton. ’ ’

Thanks, T. J., on behalf of the publishers. But, say, I don’t remem
ber saying that awful thing about you. You must have caught my 
thought vibrations ovei- that Sunphone of yours. Even our inmost 
thoughts are not safe, nowadays.

If any of my readers are curious to know just what Shelton’s 
“Sunphone” is, let them write him (mentioning my name) and he will 
tell them all about it—or rather, all that he thinks he knows about it, 
and that is a’plenty. Great old chap is Shelton! No danger of him 
being embalmed—he couldn’t stay still long enough for them to insert 
the needle; quicksilver is nothing as compared to that man!

r TOLD YOU SO
When this magazine was started I advised you to take good care 

of your numbers, and to save the back numbers, because I know that 
they would soon get out of print. Well, the expected has happened. 
The March numbers have entirely disappeared from mortal view. 
There is not a March number left in this office. And subscribers are 
now writing in trying to purchase duplicate copies of that issue, they 
having loaned, given away or lost their original copy. I’m sorry, but
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it can't be helped. Il "ill be only a fen days before the April and 
Max numbers are exhausted and the rest xxill follow in turn. I have 
know n prisons to offer as high as one dollar lor the old back numbers 
of a magazine I formerly edited and they couldn't get them even al 
that price. So, a xvord to the xx ise is sufficient hold on to your back 
numbers of this magiuine.

NfEREl > II IE EDI IOK
.Many of my friends send in subscriptions and orders for books, 

intended for the publishers of the magazine, but addressed to me per
sonally ; and often containing money orders made out in my name. I 
appreciate the good intentions of this action, but really, good friends, 
this course often results in a loss of time. I am not the owner of this 
publishing business, nor even part owner. I am merely the editor of 
this magazine, and have my hands full with this work and the writing 
of a book from lime to lime, so I can't begin to spare the time to attend 
to the details of business. So. in future, please render unto Caesar the 
things that are Caesar's, ami send your orders direct to the company, 
and not to me personally.

AOXERIISIXG vs. rEXT
You will notice that we have seven pages more reading matter, or 

•'text." this month 55 pages, count ’em I needed them to get in that 
long-deferred “(Md-New Thought” Department; and I could get them 
only by crowding out seven pages of advertising, some of which were 
devoted to books published by the same concern which publishes this 
magazine. They said that it couldn't be done—they needed the money! 
I said that it could I needed the space! \ou have often wondered 
what xvould happen if an irresistible force met an immovable obstacle 
well, look at this month’s number of the magazine, and see for yourself! 
Seriously, though. I think you are getting quite good measure, “heaped 
full ami running over,” in this magazine particularly with paper 
going up like the thermometer during the hot spell. No! 1 am not lead
ing up 1o an increase in subscription price-l'm merely calling your 
attention to how much vou're getting for vour mouev, that's all! All 
the world loves a bargain: and I wish to add to your happiness by 
letting you know that you are getting one this time. So, you see I'm 
pleased, and you’re pleased, and everybody is pleased except the pub
lishers ami they don’t count; their whole purpose in life is to pay 
pa per bills.



"Questions and Answers”
Conducted by the Editor

In this department the editor publishes and answers communications from 
the readers of this magazine. Its pages are open Io all honest inquirers who 
ask questions on subjects in which they are interested for the purpose of get
ting information, or being "set straight" on any points which have perplexed 
them. Xo attention, however, »ill be paid to communications obviously in
tended to exploit pet fads of the writers, or to abuse or revile the honest opin
ions of others. It is understood. of course, that the subjects of the questions 
shall come within the general field and scope of this magazine, as indicated 
by our title page. The subjects of Economics. Sociology, Politics, etc., are out 
of our Held, please remember. Make your inquiries as clear, concise and prac
tical as possible, and the editor will do his best to give them the consideration 
that they merit. The names of inquirers will not be printed, nor need they be 
given in full if inquirers prefer it—initials serve every purpose in the case.

KARMA. OR CUSSEDNESS.'’
Mrs. I.. A. S. writes: “In your June number I found one of the things I 

needed, namely, the response to II. P. H.—‘Too Big to he Hurt.’ That 
response is rich! I laughed and cried as 1 read it. just through sympathetic 
appreciation gathered from experience. 1 never could wear the garb of 
humility, or placards announcing various forms of submission to things 
against which my whole soul rebelled: yet I have had to discipline myself in 
the light as I understand it. My very soul rose in rebellion to unpleasant 
facts that I could not exclude from continuous sight and hearing, and for which 
I am not responsible in any way. Yet the more I tried to free myself, by ‘the 
beautiful thought' method assisted by a more or less submissive or rather 
neutral attitude, the closer that abhorred condition clung for recognition, and 
with the most provoking persistence. The only check I could make was made 
when my rebellious soul caught me without the above mentioned robe, and 
said some effective thing. I have tried to account for this abhorred condition 
in my environment (not of home or relatives) by Karmic action from a previous 
life, but so far 1 have no satisfaction from that, because I don't see any sense 
in punishing one for something of which one has no memory. I certainly have 
not done a thing in this life to merit this thing. It doesn't belong to me in 
any way—yet here it is. I can rise above the condition, if let alone, but I can 
not exclude sight and sound of it. It is a lie to say I don't see or hear. If 
the fiendishness is not directed to me. 1 can soar very high and really not feel 
it. Ignoring it does no good whatsoever. I hope that some time you will 
touch upon this point in your answers."

Well, my dear L. A. S., you've handed me a tough nut to crack. I don’t 
see what 1 can say in the matter, inasmuch as 1 do not know the circumstances 
of the case. If I were not so short of space. I might fire a shotgun charge at 
it. in hope that some stray shot might land—but I can’t well do this at this 
time. It seems to me (in the absence of knowledge of the facts of the case) 
that it might be as well to get to work trying to cure the trouble, instead of 
bothering about the why and wherefore of its existence. Better get to work on 
it, and leave the speculation until after the cure. Have you ever tried Thought 
Force on it? I have known excellent results to arise from a mental treatment 
of such conditions. But in such treatment, it is not necessary to "pour in 

J
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thoughts of love”; go for it as you would for a bad case of roaches in the 
pantry, or rats in the cellar!

So far as this idea of Karmic “punishment” is concerned, I have grown 
mighty sick and tired of it. It seems to me that it is like the old orthodox 
"I suppose it is all for my own good” consolation, which is so often uttered to 
excuse the lack of proper action. The latter-day sigh is “1 suppose that it is 
my Karma, and comes as a punishment for something I did in the ages long 
past!” Fiddlesticks! Both the orthodox thought and the heterodox thought 
are all of the same character—off the same piece of goods. It’s just a case of 
trying to put the blame on something.

I remember a case of Karmic affliction and retribution which a good husky- 
woman completely- cured by the application of a rolling-pin wielded under the 
inspiration of the Spirit of God. She chased the Lords of Karma out of her 
household, I assure you. The man was so surprised that he never got over it— 
he has been a model man ever since. And, as for the woman—when she thinks 
that she stood it for all those years, believing it to be Karma, she gets sore 
all over. She sees now that what she thought was Karma, was just plain 
cussedness.

Don’t I believe in Karma? Of course I do. I really- believe that it was 
Karma in the case of the woman just mentioned. But instead of the Karma 
being a punishment, I think it was intended to wake her up to a realization 
of her own individuality and selfhood. She had been “a worm of the dust” 
up until that time, and I think that Karma wanted to get her out of that con
dition. When it hurt too much to be borne, she got rid of the trouble, and of 
Karma at the same time. She found her Selfhood, her Egohood, her Individ
uality-, glory- be!

There has been too much of the “punishment” idea in our talk of Karma, 
anyway. Some teachers would have us line up like a lot of naughty schoolboys, 
holding out our hands to be caned for the good of our souls. Pooh! I, for one, 
am tired of this “be a good boy, Johnny, or Karma will get you,” kind of talk. 
We boast of having gotten rid of our orthodox Devil, and here they seek to 
trot out a new one called Karma. Don’t be frightened, children! It’s just the 
same old Devil wearing a new garb, and given a new nickname—his real name 
is FEAR!

The Karma I believe in is not that kind of a devil. Instead, it is a law 
or force that works in the direction of causing us to unfold in our real Indi
viduality—to awaken into a realization of our real Egohood, and just what 
that means. Sometimes it makes things hurt quite a bit, in order to wake us 
up, and to make us let go of a lot of fool notions that we have been holding 
onto for lo! these many- years. When the tooth hurts bad enough, we attend 
to it! As for our sins—we’re punished by them, not for them.

As for all this talk about there being a select body- of high-grade book
keeper angels called “the Lords of Karma,” whose job it is to balance the 
accounts of us poor mortals, and to prescribe the exact proportion of punish
ments and rewards that may be coming to us—all that I have to say is: “Turn 
over! you’re talking in your sleep!” If this is the best that Theosophy can offer 
us, let us get back to the old orthodox fables—they’re simpler and less terri
fying. Such ideas belong to the childhood of the race, and are utterly unworthy 
of those who would pose as World Teachers!

It’s funny how the race insists upon a Devil to frighten it into being good. 
Take away the old Devil, and people howl for a new one, until finally one is 
invented for them. Theosophy trots out the Karma Devil; and Christian Sci
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ence, the Malicious Magnetism Devil—two of a kind! I say Booh! to both 
of them!

Well, L. A. S., I’ve really used up quite a bit of space, after all, haven’t I ? 
Hope there’s something in it that will reach the spot with you. Did you ever 
think, my dear L. A. S., that, after all, we can get rid of pretty much anything, 
if we are willing to pay the price? Who was it who said: “Said the gods to 
man, ‘What do you want? Well, take it and pay for it!’” Most of us want 
what we want, but don’t want to pay the price. We want the cake and the 
penny, too—but we can’t have ’em both, for the Law doesn’t work that way.

METAPHYSICAL LAWS
,1. C. writes: “Can the fact that circumstances tend to adapt themselves 

to the individual, or that we can control circumstances by the power of thought, 
be accounted for by known physical laws? Is intuition a necessary factor in 
the case?”

No, although there are correspondences on the physical plane. The laws 
in question are metaphysical, not physical. No, I do not see that intuition is 
involved in this phenomenon.

THE PSYCHIC MOON
T. N. P. writes: “Do you approve of exercises as given in ---------------- ?

They rather appealed to me, but I am a little wary of spiritual meditation lest 
it degenerate into psychic inefficiency—dreaming.”

My answer here is but a repetition of my old and tried Touchstone Test, 
i. e., “Does this make me stronger, better, and more efficient?” There are 
many basking in the baleful rays of the moon of the lower psychic planes who 
are not being made stronger, better and more efficient thereby. The rays of 
the sun are the life-giving ones, which make things grow! Did you ever hear 
of Moonshine making things grow? Take a lesson from Nature, good friends, 
and don’t get Moonstruck! No, I’m not getting frivolous; I think that any 
advanced occultist will back me up in what I have just said.

TIDES OF EMOTION
Mrs. A. L. O. writes: “Why am I hopeful and carefree during the Ful' 

Moon, and the reverse during the rest of the month? Am I to believe that 
the moon has an effect on me, or don’t I have enough control over myself?”

I don’t know of any good reason why the moon should affect you in this 
way. I suppose that some of my astrological friends could give you some 
reason or explanation along their own lines. And, I feel quite certain that 
some of the amateur occultists whom I meet during the course of a season 
could give you many explanations—one explanation to each occultist, and no 
two explanations alike!

But, seriously, I can see how you may have acquired the idea that the moon 
affected you in this way, along the lines of auto-suggestion, or acquired idea. 
If so, you would naturally manifest “expectant attention” at the time of each 
Full Moon and at the other periods; you would then “look for” and expect the 
mental and emotional states that you attribute to each. And according to the 
laws of psychology, your expectations would materialize. “As a man think- 
eth,” you know.

As a matter of scientific interest, I should like to see what would happen 
if you would change your “expectations.” But you would have to change them
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/»nd hH' that of tM other poor j, hr, nry wn m'/X 
Lord, h< in^reiful to a fool!”

prayer ::::

OVER HIE BORDER
.1. M W. write:!: “fn your anawcr to R. W. B. you ay that you are not 

very much inferesled in the nature of life after death. Now I, like K. W. B., 
am decidedly interested in it. If J wi re going to New York, I would be inter- 
«mli'd in o slight a thing as whether I was to go on the limited, or in a motor 
car, or on loot. And, il there were a probability that an oon a- I started I 
would forget all about having lived in Chicago, I would be interested in finding 
out whether or not such was really Io be the ca c. How much more likely is 
il Ihal one would be interested in the great journey after death? If the Some
thing in you was immortal in the past, do you remember about it? If it is 
going to be immortal in the future, will you remember about the present? 
II not, is not this a perversion of the term immortality? In what way does it 
differ from the belief of the Rationalist, or anyone else who believes that death 
end all? 'I hey all believe in the conservation of energy. Or, will the mem
ory of the whole past return at aoine later period? Is all the literature pub
lished along these lines sheerly imaginative, without any foundation, and 
entitled to no credence whatsoever? I would like to know where we an- at 
in this matter.”

,1. M. W. voices a very natural d, ..ire. So long as Personality mean Indi
viduality to one, then the things of Personality are matters of the most vital 
importance. I have no wish to di '.courage interest in the happening in the life 
over the border. Thmic to whom the subject pose <• interest do quite well 
to investigate the subject so far as investigation i . po ible. But there comes 
a lime when one sees that another late of existence, nr other states of exist
ence, are but of the same material as the present state, and so he is willing to 
indulge the spirit of the explorer, i. e„ the discovery of Terra Incognita—the 
unknown country. Others, unable to feel this . pirit of the Divine Adventure, 
seek eagerly to secure maps, books of travel, etc., which profess to give a full 
description of the country. It is all a matter of taste, or particular stage, or 
state, of individual development.

It docs not affect the general principle of the thing to remember that no 
two reports of this kind exactly tally. Por that matter, hoy could they tally, 
considering the fact that each person carries his Hereafter around with him— 
makes his own Hereafter, so to speak. The very best books and writings on 
the subject can give merely general principles, that’s all. So long as one finds 
himself filled with the desire to obtain good maps, and books of travel, which 
describe the lands beyond the bonier, then by all moans let him make use of 
them so long as he finds the desire. And when he tires of this plan, he will 
lay down his guide book and maps, with a yawn and a sigh. But in neither 
stale nor case is then' any especial merit or demerit, wisdom or folly—it is all 
a mutter of desire and the satisfaction thereof.

J. M. W. wonders whether one remembers anything about past stages of 
existence. Ilas ho no flashes of memory of that kind, himself? Most persons 
have. And. of one thing he may be sure and that is that if there is anything 
worth remembering in this present life of hi: he will remember it sooner or 
later. He seems to regard full recollection and remembrance as a necessary 
attribute of immortality. Let us see! Does he remember very much about his 
life at the age of seven years, of ten years, of fourteen years, of twenty-one 
years? How many experiences of his twenty-first year does he remember?
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Is not his memory of that year a very limited series of “flashes,” instead of 
even a dim recollection of that year as a whole ? How many incidents of his 
life on the day exactly one year ago from today does he remember? Could 
he swear to its occurrences without the aid of a diary or notebook ? And, yet 
he certainly will claim that he is the same individual that lived and acted his 
part on that day.

Moreover, just as psychologists inform us that every perception of that 
day is indelibly printed on the records of his memory, and need only to be 
brought forth into the field of consciousness; so do the occultists claim that 
the records of one’s past experiences are equally firmly printed somewhere in 
the psychic being of the individual, and may equally well be unfolded into 
consciousness at the proper- moment. Does he not realize that all that psy
chology knows as “instinct” in plants, animals, and men, is now perceived to 
be but a phase of memory—unconscious memory?

Finally, the personless survival of the individuality is' not the same as the 
scientist’s conservation of energy. If the half-truth of the loss of individuality 
by absorption into the Whole were the full truth, then this objection would 
stand. But there is another point of view, which I may merely hint at here, 
without presenting any proofs whatsoever. It is this: suppose that instead 
of loss of individual consciousness, by absorption in the Whole, it should be 
true that the individual consciousness will gradually enlarge, by throwing off 
its restricting and confining sheaths, until it includes a greater and still greater 
content of experience; and that finally it will find that it is conscious of the 
Whole Thing; what then? Is this to be considered a loss of individuality or a 
gain thereof? In such case just what degree of importance would that 
greater individual attach to the particular experience of today, the majority 
of which one naturally will forget a year from today ?

Oh, yes, I know I haven’t proved anything in the case. I wasn’t trying 
to—I couldn’t, for reasons which will be obvious to the careful thinker. I am 
merely giving you a little food for thought and speculation, that’s all!

After all, no matter how we may view the matter, we are embarked on the 
Divine Adventure. We may not know just where we’re going—but we’re on 
the way, just the same. There are two spirits in which we may proceed: the 
first, that of doubt, query, curiosity, inquiry, the study of guide-books and 
maps; the second the confident, fearless spirit of the true adventurer and 
explorer of unknown lands and seas, which eagerly seeks the new and strange 
experiences before it, and which, thrilled by the breaking of the waves around 
the bows, and the long wake stretching out behind the stern, breaks out into 
the Chant of the Divine Adventure:

“For we’re sailing forth on the old trail, 
The out traiL our own trail;
We’re booming down on the Long Trail— 
The Trail that is always new!”

HUMOR AND NEW THOUGHT
A. L. writes: “Your answers to questions in the magazine are filled with 

the spirit of good humor. Somehow I had the idea that my sense of humor 
interfered with my advancement in New Thought, and it was a great relief for 
me to find that humor and New Thought are good friends.”

Glad that I have shaken you out of the old folly regarding knowledge and 
lack of humor. I can not see any necessary connection between wisdom and a 
"prunes and prism” facial expression. I regret to say that certain New
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Thought folks seem to follow the example of the good woman who used to stand 
before her mirror “fixin’ up my Sunday mouth,” before going to meeting on 
the Sabbath. Sometimes, on those fortunately rare occasions when I am called 
upon to “talk to” a New Thought meeting, I look at my audience and am sure 
to discover quite a number of those pursed up “pious” mouths, with the 
inevitable melancholy expression which has been assumed to indicate that the 
wearer thereof is very, very earnest, and thoughtful. When I see this I am 
filled with an almost irresistible temptation to say or do something quite 
foolish, just for the purpose of making the good sisters “laif right out in 
meetin’.”

One of the wisest of the philosophers of ancient Greece was called “the 
Laughing Philosopher,” because of his custom of conveying great truths in 
the guise of a joke. Yet he was far from being a fool—his name lives in 
the annals of Greek Philosophy. An old aphorism, several thousand years old 
I believe, runs this way: “Truth has many masks; on one of which there is 
always to be found a grin.”

An old legend relates that an earnest disciple sought the rare privilege of 
gazing upon the graven features of his chosen god—the God of Wisdom—in 
the holy-of-holies of his sacred order. For years he toiled and wrought in 
order to prove himself worthy of the sight. Finally, with much ceremony, he 
was admitted to the dark room in which the image of the god dwelt. He 
waited in darkness through the night, until at last the dim rays of dawn 
lighted up the sacred place. Gazing intently, he saw before him a mighty 
form, with a massive head. As the light increased he was able to distinguish 
the features of the God of Wisdom—and lo! upon his face was spread a cheer
ful smile which suspiciously resembled a grin. The Moral?—write it for 
yourself.

Elbert Hubbard once told me of a visitor who entertained the Roycrofters 
with many a merry quip and quirk, and kept them in an almost continuous 
roar of laughter. One of the girl workers—and she had suffered, else she 
would not have known—turned to Hubbard and said, “ ‘John,’ how that man’s 
soul must have been tortured by Fate—his smile is a tragedy!” And, Hubbard 
added, she of all the crowd had the spiritual discernment to perceive the reality 
behind the appearance. A smile is no less a smile even though it appears 
through tears hidden or revealed.

The Lord deliver me from these folks whose faces are puckered by spir
itual persimmons, and who think that Wisdom consists of ponderous platitudes 
and serious expression. I distrust these sour folk. I fear that the milk of 
human kindness has curdled in their bosoms. There is a certain large body 
of religio-metaphysicians (no, I shan’t mention names) which is distinguished 
by its superficial “sweet” smile, and its essential lack of humor. I never have 
been able to decide whether the lack of humor arises from the doctrines' 
accepted, or whether the doctrines are accepted because of the lack of humor. 
I wonder which!

One loses a lot of good things by reason of inhibited and suppressed humor 
—much Truth, among other things. For there are certain aspects of Truth that 
can never be appreciated or grasped except by the aid of a lively sense of 
humor. This may seem like heresy to the “prunes and prism” brigade—but 
it’s a mighty true fact, as many have discovered. Many of our troubles and 
problems exist only in our over-serious view of things—they have no real 
existence. And an application of the humorous view dissolves them into the 
nothingness which is their true state. The ancients had much to say regarding
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"the laughter of the gods” arising from some of the absurd notions and doings 
of mankind. This deific laughter arose by reason of the superior wisdom m 
the gods, not because of their lack of wisdom.

Well, that's enough about Humor and Wisdom—I’ve gotten serious about 
it!

SUCCESS IN FAILURE
Oh, long and dark the stairs I trod 
With stumbling- feet to find my God, 
Gaining a foothold bit by bit.
Then slipping back and losing it, 
Never progressing, striving still, 
With weakening grasp and fainting will, 
Bleeding to climb to God, while He 
Serenely smiled, unnoting me.

Then came a certain time when I 
Loosened my hold and fell thereby, 
Down to the lowest step my fall, 
As if I had not climbed at all.
And while I lay despairing there 
I heard a footfall on the stair 
In the same place where I, dismayed, 
Faltered and fell and lay afraid,

And, lo! when hope has ceased to be 
My God came down the stairs to me.

—Anonymous.



Old-New Thought
In this department the editor invites you to enjoy with him certain selec

tions from some of the older writers. Some of the best New Thought is very 
old indeed. Truth knows no time or country. New Thought is a state of mind, 
rather than a set creed, you must remember. The inspired writers of a thou
sand years ago, and the illumined writers of today, are contemporaries in New 
Thought—they live in the same thought and feeling, though they are separated 
by the years.

‘AS A MAX THIXKETH “
By James Alien

The aphorism, “As a man thinketh in his heart so is he,” not only embraces 
the whole of a man’s being, but is so comprehensive as to reach out to every 
condition and circumstance of his life. A man is literally v.-Aat Ae fAinAs, his 
character being the complete sum of all his thoughts.

As the plant springs from, and could not be without, the seed, so every 
act of a man springs from the hidden seeds of thought, and could not have 
appeared without them. This applies equally to those acts called “Sponta
neous” and “unpremeditated” as to those which are deliberately executed.

Act is the blossom of thought, and joy and suffering are its fruits: thus 
does a man garner in the sweet and bitter fruitage of his own husbandry.

“Thought in the mind hath made us. What we are 
By thought was wrought and built. If a man’s mind 
Hath evil thoughts, pain comes on him as comes 
The wheel the ox behind. . . .

... If one endure
In purity of thought, joy follows him 
As his own shadow—sure.”

Man is a growth by law, and not a creation by artifice, and cause and effect 
is as absolute and undeviating in the hidden realm of thought as in the world 
of visible and material things. A noble and God-like character is not a thing 
of favor or chance, but is the natural result of continued effort in right think
ing, the effect of long-cherished association with Ged-like thought. An ignoble 
and bestial character, by the same process, is the result of the continued har
boring of- grovelling thoughts.

Man is made or unmade by himself: in the armory of thought he forges 
the weapons by which he destroys himself; he also fashions the tools with 
which he builds for himself heavenly mansions of joy and strength and peace. 
By the right choice and true application of thought, man ascends to the Pivine 
Perfection: by the abuse and wrong application of thought, he descends below 
the level of the beast. Between these two extremes are all the grades of char
acter. and man is their maker and master.

Of all the beautiful truths pertaining to the soul which have been restored 
and brought to light in this age, none is more gladdening or fruitful of divine 
promise and confidence than this—that '--.an is the master of thought, the 
moulder of character, and the maker and shaper cf condition. environment. and 
destiny.
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As a being of Power, Intelligence, and Love and the lord of his own 
thoughts, man holds the key to every situation, and contains within himself 
that transforming and regenerative agency by which he may make himself 
what he wills.

Man is always the master even in his weakest and most abandoned state; 
but in his weakness and degradation he is the foolish master who misgoverns 
his “household.” When he begins to reflect upon his condition, and to search 
diligently for the Law upon which his being is established, he then becomes 
the wise master, directing his energies with intelligence, and fashioning his 
thoughts to fruitful issues. Such is the conscious master, and man can only 
thus become by discovering within himself the laws of thought; which dis
covery is totally a matter of application, self-analysis, and experience.

Only by much searching and mining are gold and diamonds obtained, and 
man can find every truth connected with his being, if he will dig deep into the 
mine of his soul; and that he is the maker of his character, the moulder of his 
life, and the builder of his destiny, he may unerringly prove, if he will watch, 
control, and alter his thoughts, tracing their effects upon himself, upon other.;, 
and upon his life and circumstances, linking cause and effect by patient prac
tice and investigation, and utilizing his every experience, even to the most 
trival, everyday occurrence, as a means of obtaining that knowledge of him
self which is Understanding, Wisdom, Power. In this direction, as in no other, 
is the law absolute that “He that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh 
it shall be opened”; for only by patience, practice, and ceaseless importunity 
can a man enter the Door of the Temple of Knowledge.

A man’s mind may be likened to a garden, which may be intelligently cul
tivated or allowed to run wild; but whether cultivated or neglected, it must, 
and will, bring forth. If no useful seeds are put into it, then an abundance 
of useless weed-seeds will fall therein, and will continue to produce their kind.

Just as a gardener cultivates his plot, keeping it free from weeds, and 
growing the flowers and fruits which it requires, so may a man tend the garden 
of his mind, weeding out all the wrong, useless, and impure thoughts, and cul
tivating toward perfection the flowers and fruits of right, useful, and pure 
thoughts. By pursuing this process, a man sooner or later discovers that he is 
the master-gardener of his soul, the director of his life. He also reveals, with
in himself, the laws of thought, and understands, with ever-increasing accuracy, 
how the thought-forces and mind-elements operate in the shaping of his char
acter, circumstances and destiny.

Thought and character are one, and as character can only manifest and 
discover itself through environment and circumstance, the outer conditions of 
a person’s life will always be found to be harmoniously related to his inner 
state. This does not mean that a man’s circumstances at any given time are 
an indication of his entire character, but that those circumstances are so in
timately connected with some vital thought-element within himself that, for 
the time being, they are indispensable to his development.

Every man is where he is by the law of his being; the thoughts which he 
has built into his character have brought him there, and in the arrangement 
of his life there is an element of chance, but all is the result of a law which 
cannot err. This is just as true of those who feel “out of harmony” with their 
-urroundings as of those who are contented with them.

As a progressive and evolving being, man is where he is that he may learn 
that he may grow; and as he learns the spiritual lesson which any circum
stance contains for him, it passes away and gives place to other circumstances.
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Man is buffetted by circumstance:: o long as he beli<-vc him s-lf to be the 
«■M ature of outside conditions, but when he realize;: that he is a creative power, 
and that he may command the hidden soil and :■< ed:: of hibeing out of which 
circumstances grow, he then become; the rightful master of himself.

1 hat circumstance . urow out of thought every man knows who has for any 
length of time practised self control and ;;e|f-purification, for he will have 
noticed that the alteration in his circum .tanre ha:: been in exact ratio with 
hi", altered mental condition. So true i; this that when a man came J.ly applies 
himself to remedy the defects in his chararlei, and make swift and marked 
progress, he pa. sea rapidly through a nice ..inn of 7ici;::Jtud< w

The soul attracts that which it secretly harbors; that which it loves, and 
also that which it fears; it reaches the height of its cheri dn-d aspirations; it 
falls to the level of its unchastened desires, and circumstances arc the means 
by which the soul receives its own.

Every thought-seed sown or allowed to fail into the mind, and to take root 
there produces its own, blossoming sooner m later into act, and bearing its 
own fruitage of opportunity ami circumstance, Good thought:, bear good fruit, 
bad thoughts bad fruit.

The outer world of circumstance shapes it self to the inner world of thought, 
and both pleasant and unpleasant external condition: a>e facto::, which make 
for the ultimate good of the individual. As the reaper of his own harvest, man 
learns both by suffering and bliss.

Following■ the inmost desire;., a: pirations, thought. , by which he allo w-, 
himself to be dominated (pursuing the will-o’-the-wisp:-, of impure imagining, 
or steadfastly walking the highway of strong and high endeavor), a man at 
last arrives at their fruition and fulfilment in the outer condition- of hi:-: life. 
The laws of growth and adjustment everywhere obtain.

A man does not come to the pothouse or the gaol by the tyranny of fate or 
circumstance, but by the pathway of grovelling thought.-: ami base desire . Nor 
does a pure-minded man fall suddenly into crime by ,-.tre of any mere 
external force; the criminal thought had long been secretly fostered in the 
heart, and the hour of opportunity revealed its gathered power. Circumstance 
does not make the man; it reveals him to himself. No . uch condition can 
exist as descending into vice and it attendant sufferings apart from icioua 
inclinations, or ascending into virtue and its pure happiness without the con
tinued cultivation of virtuous aspirations; and man, therefore, as the lord 
and master of thought, is the maker of himself, the shaper and author of en
vironment. Even at birth the soul comes to its own, and through every step 
of its earthly pilgrimage it attracts those combinations of conditions which 
reveal itself, which are the reflections of it own purity and impurity, its 
strength and weakness.

Men do not attract that which, they want, but '.hat which they 'ire. Their 
whims, fancies, and ambitions are thwarted at every step, but their inmost 
thoughts and desires are fed with their own food, be it foul or clean. The 
“divinity that shapes our ends” is in ourselves; it is our very self. Man is 
manacled only by himself: thought and action are the gaoler of Fate—they 
imprison, being base; they are also the angels of Freedom—they liberate, 
being noble. Not what he wishes and prays for does a man get, but what he 
justly earns. His wishes and prayers are only gratified and answered when 
they harmonize with his thoughts and actions.

In the light of this truth, what, then, is the meaning of "fighting against 
circumstances”? It means that a man is continually revolting against an effect 
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without, while all the time he is nourishing and preserving its cause in his 
heart. That cause may take the form of a conscious vice or an unconscious 
weakness; but whatever it is, it stubbornly retards the efforts of its possessor, 
and thus calls aloud for remedy.

Men are anxious to improve their circumstances, but are unwilling to im
prove themselves; they therefore remain bound. The man who does not shrink 
from self-crucifixion can never fail to accomplish the object upon which his 
heart is set. This is as true of earthly as of heavenly things. Even the rnan 
whose sole object is to acquire wealth must be prepared to make great personal 
sacrifices before he can accomplish his object; and how much more so he who 
would realize a strong and well-poised life?

Here is a man who is wretchedly poor. He is extremely anxious that his 
surroundings and home comforts should be improved, yet al! the time he shirks 
his work, and considers he is justified in trying to deceive his employer on 
the ground of the insufficiency of his wages. Such a man does not understand 
the simplest rudiments of those principles which are the basis of true pros
perity, and is not only totally unfitted to rise out of his wretchedness, but is 
actually attracting to himself a still deeper wretchedness by dwelling in, and 
acting out, indolent, deceptive, and unmanly thoughts.

Here is a rich man who is the victim of a painful and persistent disease 
as the result of gluttony. He is: willing to give large sums of money to get 
rid of it, but he will not sacrifice his gluttonous desires. He wants to gratify 
his taste for rich and unnatural viands and have his health as well. Such a man 
is totally unfit to have health, because he has not yet learned the first principles 
of a healthy life.

Here is an employer of labor who adopt:-: crooked measures to avoid paying 
the regulation wage, and, in the hope of making larger profits reduces the 
wage:-: of his work-people. Such a man is altogether unfitted for prosperity, 
and when he find -, himself bankrupt, both as regards reputation and riches, he 
blames circumstances, not knowing that he is the sole author of his condition.

1 have introduced these three cases merely as illustrative of the truth that 
man is the causer (though nearly always unconsciously) of his circumstances, 
and that, whilst aiming at a good end, he is continually frustrating its accom
plishment by encouraging thoughts and desires which cannot possibly harmon
ize with that end. Such cases could be multiplied and varied almost indefi
nitely, but this is not necessary, as the reader can, if he so resolves, trace the 
action of the laws of thought in hi:, own mind and life, and until this is done, 
mere external facts cannot serve as a ground of reasoning.

Circumstances, however, are so complicated, thought is so deeply rooted, 
and the conditions of happiness vary, ::o vastly with individuals, that a man’s 
‘ ntire soul-condition (although it may be known to himself) cannot be judged 
by another from the external aspect of his life alone. A man may be honest in 
certain directions, yet suffer privations; a man may be dishonest in certain 
direction-, yet acquire wealth; but the conclusion usually formed that the one 
man fail. because 0/ his particular (io«c8(//, and the other prospers because of 
Ate particular dishonesty, is the result of a superficial judgment, which 
as umes that the dishonest man is almost totally corrupt, and the honest man 
almost entirely virtuous. In the light of a deeper knowledge and wider expe
rience, such judgment is found to be erroneous. The dishonest man may have 
orne admirable virtues which the other does not possess; and the honest rnan 

obnoxious vices which are absent in the other. The honest man reaps the good 
results of his honest thoughts and acts; he also brings upon himself the suf

1
- 1
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ferings which his vices produce. The diahone t man likewise garners his own 
-offering and happiness.

It is pleasing to human vanity to believe that one suffers because of one's 
virtue; but not until a man has extirpated every sickly, bitter, and impure 
thought from his mind, and washed every sinful stain from his soul, can he be 
in a position to know and declare that his sufferings are the result of his good, 
and not of his bad qualities; and on the way to, yet long before he has reached, 
that supreme perfection, he will have found, working in his mind and life, the 
Great Law which is absolutely just, and which cannot, therefore, give good 
for evil, evil for good. Possessed of such kao (Hedge, he *31 then know, looking 
back upon his past ignorance and blindness, that his life is, and always was. 
justly ordered and that all his past experiences, good and bad, ■••ere the equita- 
able outworking of his evolving, yet unevolved self.

Good thoughts and actions can never produce bad results; bad thoughts and 
actions can never produce good results. This is but saying that nothing can 
come from corn but corn, nothing from nettles but nettles. Men understand 
this law in the natural world, and work with it; but few understand it in the 
mental and moral world (though its operation there is just as simple and un
deviating) , and they therefore, do not co-operate with it.

Suffering is always the effect of wrong thought in some direction. It is an 
indication that the individual is out of harmony with himself, with the Law 
of his being. The sole and supreme use of suffering is to purify, to burn out 
all that is useless and impure. Suffering ceases for him who is pure. There 
could be no object in burning gold after the dross had been removed, and a 
perfectly pure and enlightened being could not suffer.

The circumstances which a man encounters with suffering are the result 
of his own mental inharmony. The circumstances which a man encounters 
with blessedness are the result of his own mental harmony. Blessedness, not 
material possessions, is the measure of right thought; wretchedness, not lack 
of material possessions, is the measure of wrong thought. A man may be 
cursed and rich; he may be blessed and poor. Blessedness and riches are only 
joined together when the riches are rightly and wisely used: and the poor 
man only descends into wretchedness when he regards his lot as a burden un
justly imposed.

Indigence and indulgence are the two extremes of wretchedness. They are 
both equally unnatural and the result of mental disorder. A man is not rightly 
conditioned until he is a happy, healthy, and prosperous being; and happiness, 
health, and prosperity are the result of a harmonious adjustment of the inner 
with the outer, of the man with his surroundings.

A man only begins to be a man when he ceases to whine and revile, and 
commences to search for the hidden justice which regulates his life. And as 
he adapts his mind to that regulating factor, he ceases to accuse others as the 
cause of his condition, and builds himself up in strong and noble thoughts: 
ceases to kick against circumstances, but begins to use them as aids to his 
more rapid progress, and as a means of discovering the hidden powers and 
possibilities within himself.

Law, not confusion, is the dominating principle in the universe; justice, not 
injustice, is the soul and substance of life; and righteousness, not corruption, 
is the moulding and moving force in the spiritual government of the world. 
This being so, man has but to right himself to find that the universe is right; 
and during the process of putting himself right, he will find that as he alters 
his thoughts towards things and other people, things and other people will 
alter towards him.
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The proof of this truth is in every person, and it therefore admits of easy 
investigation by systematic introspection and self-analysis. Let a man radical
ly alter his thoughts, and he will be astonished at the rapid transformation it 
will effect in the material conditions of his life. Men imagine that thought can 
be kept secret, but it cannot; it rapidly crystallizes into habit, and habit 
solidifies into circumstance. Bestial thoughts crystallize into habits of drunk
enness and sensuality, which solidify into circumstances of destitution and 
disease: impure thoughts of every kind crystallize into enervating and con
fusing habits which solidify into distracting and adverse circumstances; 
thoughts of fear, doubt and indecision crystallize into weak, unmanly, and 
irresolute habits, which solidify into circumstances of failure, indigence, 
and slavish dependence; lazy thoughts crystallize into habits of uncleanliness 
and dishonesty, which solidify into circumstancese of foulness and beggary: 
hateful and condemnatory thoughts crystallize into habits of accusation and 
violence, which solidify into circumstances of injury and persecution: selfish 
thoughts of all kinds crystallize into habits of self-seeking, which solidify into 
circumstances more or less distressing. On the other hand, beautiful thoughts 
of all kinds crystallize into habits of grace and kindliness, which solidify into 
genial and sunny circumstances: pure thoughts crystallize into habits of tem
perance and self-control, which solidify into circumstances of repose and peace: 
thoughts of courage, self-reliance, and decision crystallize into manly habits, 
which solidify into circumstances of success, plenty, and freedom: energetic 
thoughts crystallize into habits of cleanliness and industry, which solidify into 
circumstances of pleasantness: gentle and forgiving thoughts crystallize into 
habits of gentleness, which solidify into protective and preservative circum
stances: loving and unselfish thoughts crystallize into habits of self-forgetful
ness for others, which solidify into circumstances of sure and abiding pros
perity and true riches.

A particular train of thought persisted in, be it good or bad, cannot fail 
to produce its results on the character and circumstances. A man cannot 
directly choose his circumstances, but he can choose his thoughts, and so in
directly, yet surely, shape his circumstances.

Nature helps every man to the gratification of the thoughts which he most 
encourages, and opportunities are presented which will most speedily bring to 
the surface both the good and evil thoughts.

Let a man cease from his sinful thoughts, and all the world will soften 
towards him, and be ready to help him; let him put away his weakly and 
sickly thoughts; and lo! opportunities will spring up on every hand to aid his 
strong resolves; let him encourage good thoughts, and no hard fate shall bind 
him down to wretchedness and shame. The world is your kaleidoscope, and 
the varying combinations of colors -which at every succeeding moment it 
presents to you are the exquisitely adjusted pictures of youi- ever-moving 
thoughts.

“You will be what you will to be;
Let failure find its false content
In that poor world, ‘environment,’ 

But spirit scorns it, and is free.

"It masters time, it conquers space;
It cows that boastful trickster, Chance, 
And bids the tyrant Circumstance 

Uncrown, and fill a servant’s place.
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“The human Will, that force unseen, 
The offspring of a deathless Soul, 
Can hew a way to any goal,

Though walls of granite intervene.

“Be not impatient in delay,
But wait as one who understands;
When spirit rises and commands, 

The gods are ready to obey.”

The body is the servant of the mind. It obeys the operations of the mind, 
whether they be deliberately chosen or automatically expressed. At the bidding 
of unlawful thoughts the body sinks rapidly into disease and decay; at the 
command of glad and beautiful thoughts it becomes clothed with youthfulness 
and beauty.

Disease and health, like circumstances, are rooted in thought. Sickly 
thoughts will express themselves through a sickly body. Thoughts of fear 
have been known to kill a man as speedily as a bullet, and they are continu
ously killing thousands of people just as surely though less rapidly. The 
people who live in fear of disease are the people who get it. Anxiety quickly 
demoralizes the whole body, and lays it open to the entrance of disease; while 
impure thoughts, even if not physically indulged, will soon shatter the nervous 
system.

Strong, pure, and happy thoughts build up the body in vigor and grace. 
The body is a delicate and plastic instrument, which responds readily to the 
thoughts by which it is impressed, and habits of thought will produce their 
own effects, good or bad, upon it.

Men will continue to have impure and poisoned blood, so long as they prop
agate unclean thoughts. Out of a clean heart comes a clean life and a clean 
body. Out of a defiled mind proceeds a defiled life and a corrupt body. Thought 
is the fount of action, life, and manifestation; make the fountain pure, and all 
will be pure.

Change of diet will not help a man who will not change his thoughts. When 
a man makes his thoughts pure, he no longer desires impure food.

Clean thoughts make clean habits. The socalled saint who does not wash 
his body is not a saint. He who has strengthened and purified his thoughts 
does not need to consider the malevolent microbe.

If you would perfect your body, guard your mind. If you would renew 
your body, beautify your mind. Thoughts of malice, envy, disappointment, 
despondency, rob the body of its health and grace. A sour face does not come 
by chance; it is made by sour thoughts. Wrinkles that mar are drawn by 
folly, passion, pride.

I know a woman of ninety-six who has the bright, innocent face of a girl. 
I know a man well under middle age whose face is drawn into inharmonious 
contours. The one is the result of a sweet and sunny disposition; the other 
is the outcome of passion and discontent.

As you cannot have a sweet and wholesome abode unless you admit the air 
and sunshine freely into your rooms, so a strong body and a bright, happy, 
or serene countenance can only result from the free admittance into the mind 
of thoughts of joy and goodwill and serenity.

(To be continued)
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Priscilla Knox McArthur, 
Henry Frank, 
Rev. Frederick W. Miller. 
Mrs. Ida Bib, 
Mrs. Melvania J. Merrill,

Mrs. Rose M. Ashby,
E. E. Gregg,
Henry Victor Morgan, 
Betty Pennington Umstot, 
Charles Gilbert Davis, 
Elias Andrews, 
Florence Crawford.
T. W. Butler, 
James A. Edgerton.

The Congress will open Sunday morning, September 17. at eleven o’clock, 
with addresses of welcome by President James A. Edgerton and Mrs. Sarah 
C. Morse, Vice President of the Illinois District, and one or two other addresses 
by some of the New Thought speakers. Also Sunday evening at eight o'clock 
another tine program will be presented, and on Monday. Tuesday and Wednes
day mornings at ten o’clock the reports of the twenty-eight Vice Presidents 
will bo received.

The mornings of Thursday, Friday and Saturday will be devoted to busi
ness connected with the Alliance and to these last three sessions admission will 
be by membership card only. On Monday at noon, a luncheon will be served 
in the dining-room of the Congress Hotel, and an opportunity will be given to 
all New Thought people to become acquainted. Arrangements for this lunch
eon are being made by Miss Alice L'Hommedieu. 7748 Peoria street. Chicago, 
and those desiring reservations for this luncheon should communicate with Miss 
L’Hommedieu. The price per cover is ?l.f>0

Each afternoon at three and each evening at eight o’clock splendid pro
grams will be given, consisting of four or five addresses by the New Thought 
teachers and speakers, with musical numbers given by Chicago talent.

Wednesday evening of Congress week a reception will take the place of the 
usual program and another opportunity for a general good time will be given 
to the visitors.

A beautiful Souvenir Program is being prepared, copies of which will be 
mailed by sending ten cents to General Headquarters. 802 Washington Loan 
and Trust Building. Washington. D. C.

Those desiring hotel accommodations during the Congress week will com
municate with Miss Ellen Snyder, 1339 North Dearborn street, who will be glad 
to furnish names and rates of desirable hotels.

A bulletin is being prepared at headquarters now. containing advance 
information in regard to the Congress, copies of which will be. mailed to any
one sending a stamped envelope to General Headquarters. 802 Washington 
Loan and Trust. Building. Washington, D. C.

SAVE YOUR MAGAZINE
Save your Advanced Thought; for each number will soon 
be out of print. The March issue has already disappeared 
from mortal view—April and May are “on the way,” 
following it. The back numbers will soon constitute a 
New Thought Library that cannot be had otherwise.
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hept. 1’
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Have You the Ability 
to Earn More Money?

Lyceum and Chautauqua Attractions 
Earn up to $1,000.00 a Week

Lecturers, Readers, Vocalists, Musicians, Con
cert Companies, Receive up to $10,000 per Week

If you have ability /m Speaker, Ent ertninor.
Minthlan, 't'., h« n«J full Inroi rnn t ion tmd 

nnk for opp«n f unitlor. op« n, when you Hond your 
nub K-ripihn. Io THK KYCIJJM WORLD. Thorn 
i- .. i> nt «i< nmnd fm t n ¡mi i d, unique ability and 
pci Honnllty lit this field.
Lyceum Representatives Earn $10,000.00 

in Six Months
Home ruin more during tho "HcmionH," Tho 

Hold In growing l irKor, and now embraces 3000 
Leeturn Ozmu«-»; 1G.000 Chautauqua», attended by 
1 h, ooo, ooo people, patronizing at least 200,000 
HONMionH.

Many well bred, Intelligent, educated men and 
wohh n find It a. dollKht to act oh rcproHentntlvoh 
.»nd iw.i tho comittccmcn of lecture co ureas and 
ClmutauqutiM. Th«» work Ih plnaeont and Home 
hnvc made a ft high a* $10,000.00 In «lx month« 
without, much effort. Tcnrbnrn, mlnlHterz and 
other profcMHional men ami women are pleased to 
do thin work, and many cultured people are 
wanted. Htato your experience, time you can 
give, ago, otc., ami make application.

The Lyceum World
ARTHUR E. URINGLE. Editor. Indianapolis, Ind.

Il in an nboolutely Independent Lyceum Maga
zine, containing the ablcHt diHcuHHione on Literary, 
Muiihnl, Entertainment, Oratorical and Reform 
HiibjectH. it given thOHO hlntH which make the 
effective Public Hpcaker, After-dinner, Commence
ment nnd Hpcclnl OccnHlon Orator, and tho pleae- 
Ing Reciter ami Munlcian, while it broaden» and 
upllfta all Ilf«, through itn varied literary articles, 
which «luring 1 ho year will include »objects not 
dlHciiMMod In Huch a manner nine whore.
TWO FEATURES NOW RUNNING

••Til IC MAN HKHIND TH IC MASK”—A .Hhcuh- 
hIoii of tho I'Hcudo-HhakoHpearcan Dramas and the 
Identity of the concealed author. By tho Hon. 
Moyo WlckH, past master of English Composition, 
ncrompllHhod Hcholar ami eminent lawyer, who 
will give an InHlKht into the political, diplomatic, 
and literary condition» which prevailed in the 
"spacious days of groat Elizabeth,’* and bring’ un- 
dlecovered farts to boar upon the Baconian au- 
lliorship. Th Im HurlvM begun in May, will run 
twelve issues. Those who »ubHcribo now can have 
bark numbers free an long ua present supply

"DIAN Till: MACHINE”—Articles on Health. 
Happiness, ami Prosperity, showing how to grow 
younger with tho years, ami what foods, drinks. 
««xerolHe» Omdmllng full explanation of tho 
Candler Cringle Hystom of Physical Culture) to 
uso I«» rare and prevent dlHraHcN. These articles 
by Prof. Waller II. Candler are alone worth many 
(linen tin* price of subscription.

VERY SPECIAL OFFICII.—Those who send one 
dollar for a year's subscription will receive THE 
LYCEUM WORLD from now until December 
FREE, making the subscription to begin with the 
January, 1017, Issue. No free copies; samples 15c.

THE LYCEUM WORLD, Arthur E. Cringle, Edi
tor, 

Indianapolis, Ind.. Dept. At.
For inclosed $1.00 send THE LYCEUM 

WORLD one year from January, 1917, and all 
copies from present iseue until then, to:
NAME ..................................... ......................................................
ADDRESS .....................................................•.............................

ABOUNDING HEALTH FOR YOU
M: . ! «.'.I tf.,| Hum'- y
' - - I ' Vital • H/ _ N

Mind A«ama, HurtAglow, 
Hody Atlngla

You can, z/■/ •'/*//-p'■/'-O • / 
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I Know you can, »< . - I 4helped 
inm.y thouKAti'i’. --t ‘f IV' L

I ein tell yo-. d 'z t " I Ho 'U- "> 
¡.I' -"I.,. / 1. .. II.r T 'In/t-.i.lc

y i, a 'I ' H r. 01 itin/-. H 11 •' ■•;" I «•'•'üs
tL uzh •‘■.f z r.;r II.- ■■ I k • ' f.' i'/" • ' H *''> -

I'.. . I; 1 , .1 / • ’I' !• '-J 1 o ry yo\n \o ^¿> l»-t 'ne
J z f , • ' ■ - .. J p.y : I ' - t.' ti"., ■ I HE
V AYOI f.H I SY . I r i ■ .»iniJz'e , . < |r, ■• •. y ,i ,
jH-1 m I-1. 11■■ >n I... . i,’ <>. . "HARMONY AND
HEALTH " Youf% tori' In i.'.iinp-. tu help In »he mailtnjf.

Prof. EARL WARD PEARCE,
Tiie Pcnrco Studio, Dept. 56, Loa Angeles, U. S. A.

THE VAN VALEN SANATORIUM
1« wln re th« most chronic cases of mental, 
nervous, functional diseases ami addictions 
arc cured. If failed upon elsewhere, come 
here. Mental and Spiritual treatment. Book
let. I h okskl 11-on-JI nd son. N. Y.

You Should Read Our
Private Le»ona in the Cultivation off^rSEX FORCE

Now published in book form. 
Ibis very

valuable
h.r. known but which .should be 

known by everyone.
SEX FORCE is the vital power of 

attraction between the sexes. When this force is proper
ly controlled, as this book teaches, it makes man become 
noble, virile, attractive; and woman beautiful, sweet, 
lovable. .This work gives real, authoritative and the 
latest scientific private sex advice for married and un
married rnen and women.

Something new’ on every page. Different from any
thing else ever published on tins subject. All in one 
volume. Price $1.10, cloth bound. Your money will be 
refunded if you arc not satisfied.
This Book is fully outlined in a large 
pamphlet which we will send FREE.

Every man and woman who wants to know the plain 
truth of SEX FORCE should write for it at once.
ADVANCED THOUGHT CO., Dept R, Fe^nl Life BU< Chicago

Now Catalogue of Book»» on 

YOGI PHILOSOPHY, ORIENTAL OCCULTISM 
HINDU MYSTICISM, Etc.

Interest lug and Instructive Information.
FREE to those who are interested in these sub- 

jvuts. Send in for a copy today, before you forget it. 
YOUI PUBLICATION SOCIETY.

106 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Ui.



E"^rd THE DR. C. 0. SAHLER SANITARIUM '"“K“'-
A private institution for the treatment of Mental, Nervous and Functional Disorders by the 

PSYCHO-THERAPEUTICAL METHOD OF TREATMENT
Two Resident, Physicians, Tur

kish, Russian and Electric Cabi
net Baths. All forms of Electri
cal Treatment.

Alain Building and Cottages. 
Capacity 150. Pure Water. Steam 
Heat. Parlors. Sun Parlors. 
Large Halls. Gymnasium and 
Amusement Hall. Art and Craft 
Workshop. Lectures. Moving 
Pictures. Library. Pool and Bil
liard Riom.

Large Verandas. Private Park 
of Seven Acres. Tennis. Croquet.

Alilk, Cream, Eggs, Poultry,
Vegtables, Fruit, et cetera, supplied from two large farms connected with the Sani
tarium.

This is a beautiful and healthful resort at all seasons of the year where city con
veniences combine with country advantages. Air invigorating. Afagnificent Scenery. 
Delightful Walks. No Insane Cases Received.

RATES:-$15.00 to $40.00 A WEEK. WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

THE DR. C. O. SAHLER SANITARIUM, Kingston-on-Hudson, New York

THE SPIRITUALIST
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PSYCHICAL RESEARCH and OCCULTISM

Published by the
I PSYCHOLOGICAL PUBLISHING AND DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION.
I Tuxedo Building, 637 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Copyright by the Psychological Publishing and Distributing Corporation

This magazine deals with various sciences: hypnotism, mag
netic and mental healing, mind reading and telepathy, trance and 
trance mediumship; and explains the various phenomena.

This magazine has made wonderful progress, and has a large 
circulation, not only in the United States but abroad, and has 
secured the valuable services of well known writers such as W. J. 
Colville, Dr. Grumbine, Dr. Peebles, Hudson Tuttle, and others.

To our yearly subscribers we offer the following benefits:
To send in questions each month pertaining to material, 

spiritual, medical and legal matters. Yearly subscription $1.00.
Sample copy free. Address correspondence to “The Spiritual

ist,” 637 Madison Avenue, New York. N. Y.



Yòur Own Office • 
ibur Own Hours

Become a 
Doctor of Chiropractic

Advanced Science of Spinal Adjustment
This is the day of drugless healing! The iallacy of “doping and dosing” has been exposed! Pills and potions— 

the outgrowth of “herb” days in medicine—are doomed! Science has triumphed again! The basic truths concerning 
human ills and their correction have been discovered. Treatment by spinal adjustment is the thing of the hour! Look 
at our newspapers and magazines—see the sweeping trend towards the principles of Chiropractic.

You can now become a Doctor of Chiropractic through home study during spare time! You can know wealth, 
honor, prestige and position! Yes, you can! Don’t let the word “Doctor” scare you into thinking that you haven’t 
sufficient education, or that “it is to hard for you.” Can you read and write ordinary English? Then you can master 
Chiropractic through our wonderful method of instruction. Makes no difference where you live or what you do— 
whether you are a mill hand or a bank clerk—you can qualify easily, rapidly for this great profession.

Earn $3,000 To 
$5,000 a Year!

Many of our graduates earn much more—some up
wards of $10,000 a year. Dr. M. D. Moore, of Kentucky, 
reports an income of $9,000 a year Dr. L. H. Roche, New 
Jersey, $5,500. Dr. Hanna, Florida, over $5,000 yearly. 
And so on, we could name hundreds of more who are 
making big incomes. See the facts in our free book. Just 
think! It’s only a question of preparation on your part, 
to enter a profession that is paying others $3,000 to $5,000 
or more a year. Think what it would mean to you to have 
this money rolling in and to be your own boss with your 
own office and your own hours. It means the attainment of 
all the things you have longed for and yearned for. It 
means the kind of life for you that your ambition cries for. 
Truly this is a glorious chance for you!

Five Lessons FREE
Also SIS Set of Eight Anatomical Charts and 
$16.50 Set of Nerve and Pain Area Charts

Yes, free to you without a cent, now or later. We want 
you to see how easy our instruction is! How it will fasci-
nate you, grip your interest and give you more genuine 
pleasure than words can describe. By all means get these
free lessons. As an extra inducement to secure quick ac
tion, we will give you
absolutely free our big, 
64-pagebook: a $15 set 
of 8 Anatomical Charts, 
beautifully lithograph
ed in lifelike colors, and 
complete set of Nerve 
and Pain Area Charts, 
regular value, $16.50.

Our Lessons Teach You How to 
Make Spinal Adjustments for 

the Speedy Relief of
Headache 
Indigestion 
Lumbago 
Epilepsy 
Pleurisy

Neuralgia 
Neu ritis 
Catarrh 
Fevers 
Jaundice

Constipation 
Dyspepsia 
Rheumatism 
Paralysis 
Asthma, etc.

Learn at Home In Spare Time
We train you by mail. You can learn at home in those spare moments that you 

probably waste now in wishing for “something to do.” We take every pains with 
you. We make everything so clear, so simple, so easy to understand that you 
can’t help but learn. Give us a portion of your spare time for a comparatively short 
period and we will soon have you a Doctor of Chiropractic, ready to step out and 
take your position of prestige in the world.

FREE Lessons 
and Charts 
COUPON

Mail Coupon NOW’
fit with your ambition? Why put up with the killing grind and small wages # Without cost or obligation, send me by mail, postpaid, 
when you can so easily fit yourself for a profession that pays $300.00 to $500.00 < your new illustrated, tillage book and your remarkable 
a month, and have people look up to you because of your great profession. Free Lessons and Free Charts Offer.
Here’s the opportunity your ambition has been yearning for! Mad coupon f
today and sec the success that r 'waiting you as a Doctor of Chiropractic. <
Act now. Don’t delay. J Name...............................................................................................*

Dept. 6?8 
Chicago, Ill.

* AMERICAN UNIVERSITY,
162 N. Dearborn Street, Dept. 628 Chicago, Ill.

Street and No.



FREE YOURSELF
......... ............. FROM— =

Fear and Nervousness
Read What Our Government Experts Say: [

Recent Experiments Made at the Laboratory of Psychology, at Washington, Have 
Demonstrated that a Bad Thought Causes a Chemical Action to Take Place that Injects 
a Poison Into the Blood. The Poison of Fear Will Kill a Guinea Pig in a Few Minutes. 
An Hour of Intense Hatred, Anger, Sorrow or Fear Will Throw off Enough Poison Through 
the Breath to Kill Fourscore Human Beings. Wrong mental attitudes will therefore in time 
destroy the physical. It is truly man’s worst enemy. The miserable state you are now in may be 
the result of wrong mental attitudes. HERE IS HELP FOR YOU. LEAVITT-SCIENCE has 
found the way to conquer these enemies of yours; put them to flight.; change your mental attitudes 
completely and destroy weakness by developing strength, and thus restore you to health, happiness 
and success. LEAVITT-SCIENCE TEACHES THE SIMPLE LAWS OF LIFE, opens wide 
the door of success and makes you the strong, self-reliant person you should be. Send me 24 cents in stamps for my 
book, LEAVITT-SCIENCE EXPLAINIMG MY METHODS IN DETAIL, and I will give you a free diagnosis of 
your case so that you will know just what your handicaps are. I can be of material help to you. Will you let me 
be by writing me today?

C. FRANKLIN LEAVITT, M. D., Suite 925, 14 W. Washington St., Chicago, III.

The Science of Breath
The Hindu Yogi Deep Breathing Methods 
for the Development of Health and Power.

The Hindu Yogis—Something 
About Their Teachings. “Breath 
is Life’’—^Teachings of the Orient 
and Occident Compared. The 
Exoteric Theory of Breath. Eso
teric Theory of Breath-;—Prana. 
The Nervous System—Yogi Teach
ings Concerning the Solar Plexus— 
The Solar Plexus a Store-House of 
Prana. How’ to Breathe—Oriental 
Methods. Four Methods of Res
piration as Classified by the Yogis 
—The Yogi Complete Breath. 
How’ to Acquire the Yogi Com
plete Breath. Physiological Effect 
of the Complete Breath. Yogi 
Lore—The Yogi Cleansing Breath 
—Tne Yogi Nerve Vitalizing Breath 
—The Yogi Vocal Breath. Seven 
Yogi Developing Exercises. Vibra
tion and Yogi Rhythmic Breathing 
—How to Ascertain the Heart Beat 
Unit Used by the Yogis as the 
Basis of Rhythmic Breathing. 
Phenomena of Psychic Breathing— 
Directions for Yogi Psychic Breath
ing—Prana Distributing—I nhibit- 
ing Pain -Self H^aHng—Healing 
Others—Distant Healing. More 
Phenomena of Yogi Psychic Breath
ing—Thought Projection—Forming 
an Aura—Recharging Yourself— 

Recharging Others—C h a r g i n g 
Water—Acquiring Mental Qualities 
—Controlling the Emotions—Trans
mutation of Reproductive Energy 
—Brain Stimulating—The Grand 
Yogi Psychic Breath. Yogi Spirit
ual Breathing—Soul Consciousness 
—How Unfolded—The Universal 
Consciousness—How the Yogi At
tain This Consciousness—General 
Directions.

In March, The Ladies’ 
Home Journal published a remark
able article in which this book was 
endorsed in the highest terms.

The article was called “Good 
Health in One Simple Exercise.” 
The writer, referring to an exercise 
in “The Science of Breath,’’ 
said that if we all followed it it 
“would make sickness a curiosity,” 
prevent colds and pulmonary 
troubles, create pure blood, relieve 
dyspepsia, etc.

No amount of money could have 
purchased this strong endorsement 
by the most powerful woman’s 
magazine in the world. lb was 
freely printed, because the manager’s 
wile had derived a great deal oi 
benefit and recognized “The 
Science of Breath’* was a book

of unusual and peculiar value 
that would be of great benefit to 
many readers.

“The Science of Breath’’ a 
complete manual of the Hindu system 
m deep, breathing for health and 
Hfenglh 'These methods have been 
handed down from father to son 
through many generations, until a 
r..gulgr system has liven developed. 
Price of “Science of Breath,” 55c.

Yogi Publishing Society
166 N. Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO


